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CHAPTER I

Introduction

It is well known that lightning is one of the most dangerous phenomena
associated with convective weather. While fatalities due to lightning have decreased in
the past 90-100 years (Lopez and Holle 1998; Holle et al. 2005), the threat to life and
property still exists. Curran et al. (2000) found that lightning was to blame for 44% of
fatalities due to convective weather (lightning, tornadoes, thunderstorm wind, and hail)
between 1992 and 1994, and according to the National Weather Service (NWS), in 2012
alone, lightning fatalities still made up almost 20% of fatalities due to convective weather
(NWS 2014). Lopez et al. (1993) found that in Colorado, the under-reporting of
lightning fatalities may suggest that documented fatality rates there, and also those across
the country, may actually be higher than recorded, thus the nowcasting (forecasts within
0 – 6 hours of the event) of first-flash lightning initiation (LI) from a new convective
cloud, as well as the amount (density) of lightning expected is an essential area of study.
Besides the obvious threats to human life, tools that could predict the onset and
extent of lightning would also benefit the aviation and space community. Lightning
strikes can cause damage to the airframe, fuselage, and electronics onboard aircraft, and,
in rare cases, can even generate an explosion (Snyder and Zimmerman 1975; O’Loughlin
and Skinner 2004; Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 2008; FAA 2013). Due to
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this threat, and others related to convection, it is standard practice in the aviation industry
to avoid thunderstorms by at least 20 nm. This increases the duration of flights, and
therefore, increases costs. Furthermore, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) at Kennedy Space Center, as well as the 45th Weather Squadron
at the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station have convective weather and lightning related
criteria that must be met in order for launches to be allowed to occur (Roeder and
McNamara 2006; NASA 2011). A successful lightning nowcasting tool would allow
these enterprises to better plan flight routes or launches in advance, improving the safety
of passengers, employees, and infrastructure, while also saving time and money.
There currently are no warning products issued by the NWS to alert the public
and industry of lightning threats (Ashley and Gilson 2009), partially due to the lack of
tools available to assist forecasters in decision making regarding this threat. Because
many sports, recreational activities, and jobs take place outdoors, and because some
businesses are directly impacted by convective weather and lightning, the nowcasting of
lightning in onset and extent is an important problem to address.
Some studies have looked into the usefulness of weather radar to nowcast LI (Dye
et al. 1989; Buechler and Goodman 1990; Hondl and Eilts 1994; Gremillion and Orville
1999; Yang and King 2010; Seroka et al. 2012). These studies mainly used a certain
threshold of reflectivity (from 10 dBZ – 40 dBZ) at a particular temperature/height (from
0

– -20

) as an indicator that LI was about to occur. While these studies showed that

this was a plausible method of nowcasting LI, and some of them yielded fairly accurate
results, typical lead times of LI were only on the order of a few minutes on up to about 20
minutes. It is a successful concept, however one must wait for radar echoes to exist, and
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then those echoes must meet the thresholds before a nowcast can be made. The
requirement of a radar echo being present ultimately results in shorter forecast lead times.
Through the use of Geostationary Operational and Environment Satellites
(GOES), it has been shown that infrared (IR) interest fields provide successful nowcasts
of convective initiation (CI), a process that usually precedes LI (Roberts and Rutledge
2003; Mecikalski and Bedka 2006; Sieglaff et al. 2011; Walker et al. 2012). Using these
methods, immature cumuli could be tracked, and the clouds’ growth rate, cloud top
temperature, and other features could be monitored. Once thresholds were met, a
nowcast of CI could be provided with lead times generally between 30 to 45 minutes in
advance. Employing similar IR interest fields, other studies looked into utilizing satellite
data in nowcasting LI (Siewert 2008; Harris et al. 2010). These studies demonstrated the
ability of satellite data to nowcast LI with an average of 35 minutes and up to 45 minutes
of lead time. Being able to utilize satellite measurements to track growing cumuli and to
provide nowcasts of CI and LI without needing to first detect a return in radar reflectivity
provides for, typically, a longer lead time than radar-based methods.
This current work branches off of the successes of using satellite measurements to
provide nowcasts of LI, and seeks to expand the nowcasting capabilities to include
lightning density (e.g., how much lightning a particular convective storm will create).
This would provide a complete satellite-based nowcast tool of CI, LI, and the amount of
lightning expected in future convection. If lightning density could be accurately
nowcasted, an inference of a future convective cell’s intensity could be made. Having a
LI nowcasting (initiation and flash density) capability would provide valuable
information to a forecaster when monitoring multiple immature convective cells in their
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domain to determine which future storm may be the strongest. Thus, the hypotheses
presented in this study are as follows:



Satellite Interest Fields can be utilized to nowcast lightning density
potential using satellite inferred cloud properties, such as updraft strength,
cloud top height, and cloud top glaciation, and how these properties may
differ for storms producing varying amounts of peak flash rates.



Simulated fields of lightning density from the Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) model Lightning Flash Algorithm (LFA; McCaul et
al. 2009) can fill in the microphysical details inside the cloud that the
satellite cannot see, potentially adding value to a lightning density
nowcast tool.

Beyond this introduction, Chapter 2 will cover background information related to
the current study including the processes that lead to lightning initiation, an overview of
satellite-based nowcasting methods, as well as model-based forecasts of lightning.
Chapter 3 will detail the data used in this study as well as the platforms from which they
were collected, and Chapter 4 will go over the methodology on how those data were used
and processed to complete the goals of the study. Chapter 5 will cover the results of this
research followed by the potential operational applications in Chapter 6. Finally,
concluding statements and recommendations for future work related to this study will be
discussed/presented in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER II

Background

This section will summarize previous work pertinent to the current research
associated with lightning density nowcasting from geostationary satellite data and model
simulations. A general understanding of how convection initiation occurs and how
convective clouds become electrified is included to provide a basis for how satellite and
models can be used to infer lightning occurrence and density. Furthermore, an overview
of satellite-based CI and LI nowcasting, as well as model based lightning forecasting, is
covered to lay out the groundwork leading up to this study.
2.1 Convective Initiation
Before LI can occur, CI, the process in which air parcels are raised to sufficient
heights and temperatures for saturation to occur and become positively buoyant, is
needed to start the process. In order for convection initiation to occur, three key
ingredients are necessary (McNulty 1978; Doswell 1987; Johns and Doswell 1992;
McNulty 1995; Doswell et al. 1996). These three ingredients are: 1) moisture, 2)
instability, and 3) a lifting process. The existence and amount of vertical and horizontal
moisture affects the ability of saturation to occur and clouds to develop, and also affects
the amount of instability available for convection. Instability determines a parcel’s
capability of rising, and the rate at which it rises. It is typically represented by
5

Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE), which is a measure of the parcel’s
ability to rise freely due to buoyancy once it reaches a certain parcel temperature/pressure
(at the Level of Free Convection (LFC)) when compared to the environment. This
“positive area” is to the right of the environmental temperature profile (warm side)
bounded by the moist adiabat defining the parcel temperature (Figure 2.1). There is also
a factor of instability that hinders buoyancy called Convective Inhibition (CIN). This is
the “negative area” to the left of the environmental temperature profile (cool side)
bounded by the parcel temperature profile (Figure 2.1). For more on these parameters
determined from thermodynamic diagrams, see Petty (2008) and Markowski and
Richardson (2010). CIN is typically the inhibiting factor in CI. This is why a lifting
process is also necessary in order to transport parcels to the LFC. While some synoptic
features can aid in setting up a suitable convective environment, mesoscale features,
including low-level convergence zones, terrain interactions, and boundaries can supply
the necessary lift for the parcel to attain positive buoyancy above the LFC (Wilson and
Schreiber 1986; Wilson et al. 1988; McNulty 1995; Weckwerth and Parsons 2006).
If all of the ingredients are met, CI, eventually leading to electrification and LI,
can occur as follows: Air parcels move upward and cool to saturation at the Lifting
Condensation Level (LCL). Condensation occurs, and a visible cloud begins to form as
the lifting mechanism continues to raise the parcel from the LCL towards the LFC. This
begins the cumulus stage of thunderstorm development, as defined by Byers and Braham
(1948). Once the parcel has reached the LFC, the parcel rises rapidly due to its buoyant
updraft, and the cloud grows deeper. Collisions and coalescence between the cloud
droplets results in rain drops that, at a certain size, can overcome the updraft and begin to
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Figure 2.1. Adapted from Petty (2008) showing an example sounding displaying the
different parameters related to parcel theory and CI as discussed in Section 2.1. The
CAPE and CIN can be seen shaded in the profile (CIN area to the left of the
environmental temperature profile bounded by the parcel temperature, and CAPE area to
the right of the environmental profile bounded by the parcel temperature).
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fall towards the surface. According to Byers and Braham (1948), this begins the mature
stage of thunderstorm development. If the updraft is of sufficient strength, the liquid
hydrometeors can be lofted to heights above the freezing level, which results in the
formation of supercooled liquid water, as well as ice hydrometeors. With these
ingredients in place, electrification can begin to occur, leading to LI.
2.2 The Electrification of Thunderstorms
A lot of research has been performed in attempts to better understand how
lightning is initiated. From the literature, three popular processes leading to a separation
of positive and negative charge regions, thus a buildup of electrical charge, have
emerged. These three processes are convective, inductive, and non-inductive processes
of charge separation (Saunders 1993). This section will briefly overview the convective
and inductive processes, while going into more depth with the Non-Inductive Charging
(NIC) mechanism, the more widely accepted process, as well as the process which the
hypotheses in this thesis relate to.
2.2.1 The Convective Charging Mechanism
The convective process of thunderstorm electrification (Grenet 1947; Phillips
1967; Saunders 1993; Vonnegut 1994; Rakov and Uman 2003) relies mainly on the
dynamic processes of thunderstorm development, as hydrometeors primarily act as
mediums to carry and transport charge within convective motions. In this process,
positive fair weather space charge located near the surface is brought upward within the
updraft of the developing cloud and travels to the upper portions of the cloud. Negative
charge, which is thought to be the result of cosmic rays (Rakov and Uman 2003), is
brought down towards the cloud from up above, being drawn to the upward moving
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positive charge. A negative screening layer is formed at the top of the cloud as a result of
this process and thunderstorm downdrafts act to transfer some of the negative charge
downward into the lower regions of the cloud, creating a positive dipole with the positive
charge aloft. As with the positive charge attracting negative charge at cloud top, this
downward moving negative charge acts to attract positive charge towards the cloud base
which is then brought into the updraft and the process starts again and continues to cycle.
It has been debated whether or not the convective process alone can create enough charge
to account for electrification. Some modeling, as that done by Chauzy and Soula (1999),
suggested that not enough charge would be produced in this process to account for that
required to cause significant cloud electrification.
2.2.2 The Inductive Charging Mechanism
In the inductive process of thunderstorm electrification (Elster and Geitel 1888,
1913; Saunders 1993; MacGorman and Rust 1998), a pre-existing electric field causes
hydrometeors to become polarized. As larger hydrometeors fall (raindrops or frozen
precipitation) collisions occur with smaller, upward moving particles (cloud droplets or
ice particles). As a result of these collisions, two processes can occur. First, these
collisions can result in a rebound which causes the smaller particle to leave behind the
charge located on the top of its dipole and acquire the opposite charge located on the
bottom of the larger hydrometeor. Second, the particles could coalesce, especially with
collisions between liquid hydrometeors and cloud droplets (Jennings 1975), thus limiting
any charge transfer. If the particles do rebound, and continue in their original upward
and downward paths, and move toward regions of charge similar to the charge they carry,
the electric field can be strengthened.
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In a second method of the inductive process, ion capture by polarized
hydrometeors is said to enhance the electric field (Wilson 1929; MacGorman and Rust
1998). Similar to the first inductive process mentioned above, a pre-existing electric field
polarizes the hydrometeors. Generally, the hydrometeors then fall through a field of ions,
and ions of charge opposite to that at the bottom of the hydrometeor are essentially
caught by the hydrometeor. Ions similar in charge to that of the bottom of the
hydrometeor are rejected unless the movement of the ions relative to the falling
hydrometeor allows them to be captured by the opposite charge at the top of the
hydrometeor. The hydrometeors acquire a dominant charge through this process and aid
to increase the amount of charge in regions of the cloud where they reside.
2.2.3 The Non-Inductive Charging Mechanism (NIC)
The basic principles behind the NIC mechanism were outlined by Saunders
(1993). As hydrometeors collide in a cloud, charge can be transferred, regardless if there
is a preexisting electric field or not (Non-Inductive=No need for a preexisting electric
field). The best combination of hydrometeors is graupel, ice crystals, and the presence of
supercooled liquid water. Given various temperatures, water contents, hydrometeor
sizes, water coatings, collision properties, etc., the particles may acquire different signs of
charge.
Reynolds et al. (1957) were one of the first teams to look into the NIC
mechanism. Starting from basic thunderstorm principles, they developed a theory based
off of known or hypothesized microphysical characteristics and interactions within the
storm. This included the type of particles present and the temperatures at which charge
layers were observed. They developed a laboratory test which included a riming device,
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based off of the graupel in thunderstorm updrafts, located within a temperature-controlled
chamber. The riming device spun and accretion caused the device to become ice
covered. Supercooled liquid water and ice particles were then introduced to the chamber
to see what affect the system would have on electrification. When the ice particles, in the
presence of supercooled liquid water, collided with the riming device, a lot of charge was
created. Reynolds et al. (1957) noted that both the ice crystals and supercooled liquid
water needed to be present for the charge to be created. They also discovered that the
charge on the rimer was negative or positive based upon the ratio of ice crystals to water
droplets.
A similar laboratory study was performed by Takahashi (1978). This study noted
that the charge on the rime (graupel) was dependent on temperature as well as liquid
water content (LWC). A general rule for temperature and LWC dependence was
proposed. For positive charge to be transferred to the rime, temperatures would have to
be greater than -10 °C, or for colder temperatures, below -10 °C, the liquid water content
of the cloud would need to be very low, or very high. For typical LWCs in clouds, below
-10 °C, the charge on the rime would be negative. Takahashi (1978) concluded that the
charge structures in thunderstorms were created by the transport of the charged
hydrometeors to different temperature regions based on the kinematics of the cloud.
These findings were also confirmed by Williams (1989) and resulted in similar charge
structures as documented by Simpson and Scrase (1937; although they attributed this
charge separation to the “breaking drop” theory of Simpson (1927)). When graupel,
possessing a negative charge, becomes large enough to overcome the updraft in the
cloud, or is shot out of the updraft, it begins to fall from the main negative charge region.
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As the graupel falls, it will eventually reach the reversal temperature and switch its
polarity from negative to positive. This creates the lower positive region. The upper
positive region is thought to be created when the updraft carries positively charged ice
particles up above the main negative charge region. These mechanisms create what is
called the thunderstorm tripole (see Figure 2.2).
Brunning et al. (2010) summarized these studies, as well as countless others, and
found that a typical range for the negative charging of graupel to occur would be between
-10 to -30 °C. Takahashi and Miyawaki (2002) revisited the results of Takahashi (1978)
to better define the reversal temperatures and liquid water contents, and to take into
consideration studies which had been performed during those nearly 25 years. Figure 2.3
displays their adjusted findings relative to Takahashi (1978) and others. They noted a
dependence on effective cloud water content with charging of rimed particles but also
dependence on temperature by using a constant temperature at two different water
contents, and a constant water content at two different temperatures (see Figure 2.3).
2.3 Satellite-based Approaches to Nowcasting Convection and Lightning Initiation
Successes in the nowcasting of CI using geostationary satellite data have led to
numerous studies in the refinement and advancement of these methods. These successes
have also resulted in the expansion of satellite-based nowcasting to include LI. These
methods, as well as satellite interest fields refined in those studies, and used in this
current research, are discussed in this section.
2.3.1 Convective Initiation Nowcasting
Data from geostationary satellites have been utilized during almost the past forty
years to examine convective storm properties and development, ever since the launch of
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Figure 2.2. Adapted from MacGorman and Rust (1998) showing a simplified diagram of
a tripole charge structure in a thunderstorm based on results from Simpson and Scrase
(1937) and others. The main upper positive, main negative, and lower positive charging
regions are depicted and are consistent with the literature discussed in this section on the
NIC mechanism.

Figure 2.3. Adapted from Takahashi and Miyawaki (2002) showing the dependence of
riming (graupel) electrification on effective cloud water content and temperature from
research by Takahashi and Miyawaki (2002) and other various studies. Hatched area
denotes the negative charging zone. The squares and triangles are new results from
Takahashi and Miyawaki (2002) where they used various temperatures, effective water
contents, and fall velocities.
13

GOES-1 in 1975 (NASA 2014). Lushine (1976) and Purdom (1976) were some of the
first to use this new instrument and indicated its ability to observe mesoscale cloud
features and phenomena, as well as CI. Adler and Fenn (1979a, b) used IR data to study
growth rates in thunderstorms, making comparisons between severe and non-severe
convection. The quality of these GOES instruments and the data they provided improved
as more research into the use of these new data sets was performed through the end of the
twentieth century. Some tools used to nowcast convection began to implement satellite
data into their systems instead of using mainly radar data (see Wilson et al. 1998 for a
summary of CI nowcasting tools/methods up until that point).
The results of Roberts and Rutledge (2003) really provided the start of modern,
mature CI nowcasting tools. Through the use of the visible channel, and the IR 10.7
channel from GOES-8, along with radar data, cumulus clouds could be monitored and
tracked by observing the visible imagery and brightness temperatures (TB) at the top of
the clouds. By monitoring these clouds and TBs, the rate of change of the cloud-top
temperatures could be determined every 15-minutes or so. Roberts and Rutledge (2003)
concluded that the magnitude of the 10.7

cloud top cooling rates (more negative

cooling rates meant more extreme cloud growth), as well as the TB falling below 0 ,
were very important in the nowcasting of CI and could provide 30 minutes more lead
time than radar-only-based nowcast tools. In order to better track the growing cumulus,
mesoscale Atmospheric Motion Vectors (AMV; Bedka and Mecikalski 2005) were
developed. The purpose of this was to create AMVs which represented the flow of
cumulus fields, including cloud motion, and localized dynamics, in order to be able to
automatically observe changes in IR channels on a satellite image by image basis. Once
14

the AMV was derived, it was applied to the satellite pixel, thus providing a likely
location of that pixel when the next image came in. If the pixel was tracked correctly,
temporal characteristics of the IR channels could be determined and used to check their
utility in CI nowcasting. Mecikalski and Bedka (2006) used these AMVs, and developed
satellite interest fields to use for CI nowcasting within what would later be referred to as
GOES-R CI Algorithm (formerly the SATellite Convection AnalySis and Tracking
(SATCAST) system). This system first used a convective cloud mask to filter out clouds
that were either non-cumulus (e.g., stratus or cirrus clouds) or cumulus which were fully
mature, thus it being too late for them to be nowcasted. Next, the AMVs were applied to
the cumulus clouds in order to track their movement. Eight satellite interest fields based
off of the 6.7

, 10.7

, 12.0

, and 13.3

channels were developed using TBs

and TB trends, similar to Roberts and Rutledge (2003), as well as multispectral
differencing techniques. All eight of these interest fields were related back to a physical
property of the atmosphere (see Section 2.4). After tracking these pixels from immature
cumulus to CI (as defined by a 35 dBZ radar echo at the -10

level), critical values of

the eight interest fields were discovered. If a satellite pixel met at least seven of the
critical interest field values, it was determined that the cumulus pixel had a high
probability of forming into a convective storm, providing lead time of 30 to 45 minutes
and possibly up to an hour in advance of CI.
Studies analyzed the GOES-R CI Algorithm in order to determine CI nowcasting
ability and to document the Probability of Detection (POD) and False Alarm Ratio (FAR)
of the system (Mecikalski et al. 2008). Similar studies were performed on the accuracy
and effectiveness of the AMV algorithm (Bedka et al. 2009). Furthermore, a more
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detailed method of creating a convective cloud mask and identifying cumulus clouds was
created by Berendes et al. (2008). This clustering technique would be able to identify
such things as land, volcanic ash, and of course, cumulus clouds. This would improve
cloud classification, and thus the effectiveness of the GOES-R CI nowcasts. Other
changes to the original methods include different ways of tracking the pixels, including
box-averaging around the center of a given pixel (Sieglaff et al. 2011), and more recently,
an object tracking method where the objects are made up, collectively, of corresponding
pixels in space (Walker et al. 2012). The latter method will be described in more detail in
Section 3.1.
2.3.2 Lightning Initiation Nowcasting
Expanding on the advances in using satellite data as a means to nowcast CI, the
utility of using these data to nowcast LI in a similar fashion has been researched with
encouraging results. Initially, Goodman et al. (1988) and Roohr and Vonder Haar (1994)
were able to make comparisons between satellite data and observed lightning when
analyzing mesoscale phenomena. While research into satellite nowcasts of CI and LI
were years away, these results indicated that the use of satellite data as an indicator of
lightning, or a nowcast of lightning, could be feasible.
Siewert (2008) first looked into the applicability of using GOES data to nowcast
LI. Stemming off of the results of Mecikalski and Bedka (2006), Siewert (2008)
implemented the same interest fields and also incorporated use of the 3.9

channel as

well. Growing cumuli were monitored for 12 events in which lightning occurred. Nine
IR interest fields, with thresholds updated for nowcasting LI up to 45 minutes ahead of
time, were developed. To expand on these findings, Harris et al. (2010) incorporated
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some additional techniques, as well as a multitude of cases to refine the results of Siewert
(2008). Ten IR interest fields were examined, including two which were new. Harris et
al. (2010) also incorporated four different regions (northern Alabama, central Oklahoma,
east-central Florida, and the Washington, D. C. area) in their study in order to take into
account various convective regimes. One hundred seventy-two cases across these regions
were analyzed, leading to the conclusion that eight out of the 10 interest fields used
provided value that could lead to an average LI nowcast time of 35 minutes. A summary
of the interest fields used in Mecikalski and Bedka (2006), Siewert (2008), and Harris et
al. (2010), their thresholds for CI and LI, and a description of each is provided in Table
2.1.
More recent work by Mecikalski et al. (2013) examined the use of the LI interest
fields refined by Harris et al. (2010), in addition to radar data, to better identify storm
structure and mechanisms within the cloud in an effort to provide better nowcasts of LI.
This technique reaped the benefits of using satellite data to get a longer lead time (30 to
60 minutes), while using information from radar to make a higher probability nowcast
closer to the time of LI. Mecikalski et al. (2013) also identified differences in various IR
interest fields and trends between distinct study regions with varying mesoscale regimes,
and in cloud microphysical processes suggesting that these nowcasting methods need to
be adjusted when applied to diverse regions. Furthermore, Iskenderian et al. (2014; in
submission) incorporated IR interest fields, numerical weather prediction (NWP) models,
and an environmental stability index into machine-learning schemes to improve nowcasts
of CI as well as to provide nowcasts of Cloud-to-Ground (CG) lightning. This work
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Table 2.1. Interest fields and their respective critical values as used in studies by
Mecikalski and Bedka (2006), Siewert (2008), and Harris et al. (2010). With the
exception to the “Timing of the 10.7
TB below 0 ” field, these IR interest fields are
used in this current study.
Interest Field
10.7

TB

10.7
TB
time trend

Description

Mecikalski and
Bedka (2006)

Cloud tops cold
enough for ice
processes, glaciation
Vertical cloud
growth rate

Siewert
(2008)

<0
< -4

,

Timing of 10.7
TB below Cloud-top glaciation Within prior 30 min
0
Cloud top height
6.5-10.7
relative to
-35 <
diff < TB spectral
mid/upper
10
difference
troposphere
Cloud top height
relative to
lower/mid
13.3-10.7
troposphere,
TB spectral
-25 <
diff < -5
indicator of
difference
horizontal cloud
growth
Vertical cloud
growth rate towards
6.5-10.7
>3
mid/upper
TB time trend
troposphere
Vertical cloud
growth rate towards
13.3-10.7
>3
lower/mid
TB time trend
troposphere
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Harris et
al. (2010)

-13

<0

-10

< -6

not used

not used

-17

-30

-7

-13

5

>5

5

>4

showed how utilizing other sources of data in addition to IR satellite data could enhance
nowcasting capabilities.
2.4 Satellite Interest Fields
The satellite IR interest fields mentioned in the discussion on CI and LI
nowcasting were conceived by understanding what the individual IR channels
represented, and how those could be related back to processes in developing cumulus
clouds. Using GOES-13 (NOAA Tech. Report 2007; Hillger and Schmit 2009) as an
example (platform from which data was collected in this study), the 5 ranges of
wavelengths available are the 0.55 – 0.75
7.3

, 10.2 – 11.2

, and 12.9 – 13.7

visible channel, and the 3.8 – 4.0

, 5.8 –

IR channels. The resolution of the channels

are 1-km for the visible, 4-km for the three shortwave to midwave IR channels, and 8-km
for the longwave 12.9 – 13.7

IR channel (Ellrod and Bailey 2007). In this study, the

three IR wavelengths used are the 6.5
not used). There is also a 0.65

, 10.7

, and 13.3

spectral channels (3.9

visible channel used in the convective cloud mask

and cloud identification process (see previous section). In a cloud and aerosol-free
atmosphere, the 6.5

channel measures radiation emitted from water vapor around 500

– 300 mb in the atmosphere (Ackerman 1996; Menzel et al. 1998; Petty 2006). The 10.7
channel is within a spectral window (atmosphere appears transparent) and essentially
measures a representative temperature of whatever is within its view (Petty 2006). For
clear skies, surface temperatures would be roughly sensed, and for cloudy skies, the
temperatures at the top of the clouds would be sensed. The 13.3

channel measures

radiation emitted from CO2 and is an indicator of mid to low-level temperature (Ellrod
2004; Mecikalski and Bedka 2006). Through the use of these particular IR channels,
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cloud properties related to CI and LI can be inferred. Figure 2.4 shows plots of the
weighting functions for the 6.5

, 10.7

, and 13.3

spectral channels for a U.S.

Standard Atmosphere (CIMSS 2014). The weights of the functions determine which
heights the radiation is sensed from, which is a function of the channel wavelength and
atmospheric constituents.
2.4.1 10.7

Cloud-Top Temperature Measurements

The 10.7

TB is used to monitor the cloud top temperatures of growing

cumulus (Roberts and Rutledge 2003; Mecikalski and Bedka 2006; Siewert 2008; Harris
et al. 2010; and others). In regards to nowcasting of CI and LI, the basic idea is that if a
cloud-top cools to a critical temperature related to necessary microphysical processes, CI
and electrification towards LI can occur. Roberts and Rutledge (2003) noted that the 10.7
TB reached 0

(273.15 K) and continued to drop within around 30 minutes before CI

was evident on radar (35 dBZ at -10 ). Reaching freezing temperatures in the cloud is
crucial for precipitation processes to occur. They also monitored the temporal trend of
the 10.7

TB by tracking the cloud-top pixels and using Equation (2.1) to determine

the cooling rate.
(2.1)
It was found that pixels that cooled by more than 8 K (a negative trend) over the 15minute interval had the highest chance of reaching the CI definition of 35 dBZ at -10 .
Mecikalski and Bedka (2006) tested these findings and came up with four interest fields
using the 10.7

TB and cooling rates, which were used and adjusted by later studies of

LI nowcasting (Siewert 2008; Harris et al. 2010; see Table 2.1 for interest fields and
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Figure 2.4. 6.5
(a), 10.7
(b), and 13.3
(c) spectral band weighting functions
as a function of pressure for the U.S Standard Atmosphere acquired from
http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/goes/wf/GOES13/index.html. The x-axis units are a unitless
measure of weight, and the y-axis is in hPa.
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critical values). Figure 2.5 shows the behavior of the 10.7

cloud top temperature and

cooling rate interest fields leading up to LI.
2.4.2 6.5

, 10.7

, and 13.3

Channel Differencing

The idea of channel differencing is to compare TB values at different levels of the
atmosphere in order to identify various phenomena (Ellrod 1995; Ackerman 1996;
Schmetz et al. 1997; Mecikalski and Bedka 2006; Ellrod and Bailey 2007). For growing
cumulus clouds, this channel differencing can provide information on the height of the
cloud relative to levels in the atmosphere, thus providing cloud growth information. The
differencing of the 6.5

and 10.7

channels, and of the 13.3

and 10.7

channels are used in CI and LI nowcasting and can be seen in Equation (2.2) and
Equation (2.3).
(2.2)
(2.3)
Because the 6.5

channel senses the water vapor in the middle to upper

troposphere, as the clouds increase in height, the 10.7
6.5

TB, making the difference smaller. Since the 6.5

altitude, it will usually be cooler than the 10.7
and the 10.7

TB will become closer to the
TB is measured at a higher

TB, thus when no clouds are present,

TB is warm, the differencing will result in a highly negative value. As

clouds grow, this value will become more and more positive. Once this difference
reaches and exceeds 0 K, this implies that the cloud top has reached the upper
troposphere, and possibly has an overshooting top, and is likely a mature convective
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Figure 2.5. Adapted from Harris et al. (2010) showing basic trends expected in the
behavior of the IR interest fields described above in the hour prior to LI. The y-axis is in
units of temperature ( ) and the x-axis is in units of minutes prior to LI. The first six
interest fields listed are those that are used in this study.
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cloud (Mecikalski and Bedka 2006). With this, values of the 6.5

– 10.7

spectral

difference interest field for nowcasting CI and LI are defined to be in the negative range
(see Table 2.1) in order to define growing cumulus clouds in the low to middle levels of
the troposphere. However, if the values are less than -35 K, this implies that there are no
clouds present at all, and the 10.7

channel is detecting radiation from the surface,

resulting in warm TBs (J. Mecikalski, UAH, 2013, personal communication).
Because the 13.3

channel senses more towards the lower to middle

troposphere, this TB will be closer in magnitude to that of the 10.7
TB will generally be cooler than the 10.7

TB. Still, the 13.3

TB, and thus values will mainly be

negative after differencing. One thing to note with the 13.3

TB is that because its

resolution is 8-km, smaller cumulus clouds may not completely fill the pixel. This will
result in warmer 13.3

TBs as the colder cloud top temperatures get averaged out

within the entire pixel, especially for small, immature cumuli (Mecikalski and Bedka
2006). This artifact can be utilized, because as 13.3

TBs become cooler, this infers

that clouds are increasing in areal coverage, and thus filling up more of the 13.3
pixel. This could also infer that the convective updraft is becoming wider as well,
possibly resulting in a stronger storm, and providing more microphysical interactions for
electrification to occur (Mecikalski et al. 2008). Like with the 6.5

and 10.7

spectral differencing and the mid-upper troposphere, as the value of the 13.3

-10.7

differencing reaches or exceeds 0 K, the cloud top has reached the low-middle
troposphere and is likely mature convection. Thus negative values are again favorable
for the detection of growing cumulus for this interest field (see Table 2.1).
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Temporal trends in the spectral differencing infer the growth rate of the cloud
towards the low to mid (13.3

) and mid to upper (6.5

) troposphere. These 15-

minute trends are typically positive since the current pixel will have a more positive
spectral difference than the previous pixel if the cloud is growing. Using Equation 2.1,
this would result in a positive temporal trend in the both the 6.5
– 10.7

– 10.7

and 13.3

spectral difference temporal trend interest fields (see Table 2.1). Figure

2.5 shows the behavior of the 6.5

– 10.7

and 13.3

– 10.7

spectral

difference and temporal trend interest fields leading up to LI.
Some recent studies include additional IR interest fields not used in this current
study. Namely, of those not used are the interest fields utilizing the 3.9

reflectance.

This spectral channel has been used to determine cloud top glaciation, because of its
sensitivity to hydrometeor’s ice or liquid water phase (Lindsey et al. 2006; Siewert 2008;
Harris et al. 2010; Mecikalski et al. 2013). However, it is not a channel which can be
used as is. Because it measures emitted radiation from the earth and/or clouds, as well as
reflected solar radiation, corrections need to be applied to get rid of the solar reflection.
For more information on this field and its use in CI and LI nowcasting, see the references
listed above. In addition to the 3.9

based interest fields, Mecikalski et al. (2010a, b)

researched potential applications of 94 interest fields stemming from eight IR channels,
one near IR channel, two visible channels, and a high resolution visible channel from the
Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVERI) currently equipped on the
Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellite, a geostationary satellite orbiting mainly
over Europe. This work in identifying new interest fields to aid in CI nowcasting is
aimed to prepare for the future Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) on board the GOES-R
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satellite, currently set to be launched in early 2016, which will consist of similar visible
and IR channels as the SEVERI instrument (Schmitt et al. 2005; Mecikalski et al.
2010a,b; GOES-R 2014).
2.5 Model-based Forecasts of Lightning
Although some aspects of the electrification process are still up for debate, and
more and more research is being performed to learn about the mechanisms that cause this
phenomenon, there is a basic understanding of the means by which convection becomes
electrified. Using these understandings, the modeling of electrification and lightning
through various methods and mechanisms has been achieved and documented. The
earlier models of electrification aimed to replicate the observed charging regions in
thunderstorms as related to the charging mechanisms described above. Helsdon and
Farley (1987) used a two-dimensional time dependent model which utilized
electromicrophysics, as well as cloud microphysics and dynamics, to model the elemental
charge structure and complementary electric field of a thunderstorm cloud. They used
aircraft to measure the electric field in and around the cloud in order to compare it to their
model results with reasonable success. Adding to the existing model, Helsdon et al.
(1992) incorporated a parameterization for the occurrence of intracloud (IC) lightning.
This addition allowed the model to not only illustrate the charging regions and electric
field of the thunderstorm, but also the initiation of lightning, its propagation through the
cloud, the flash’s termination, as well as how the electric field around the discharge is
affected. For initiation, they used a critical magnitude of the electric field at which
breakdown, leading to a lightning discharge, would occur. The propagation and
termination of the flash were determined by the modeled electric field’s magnitude and
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vector direction. A somewhat similar model parameterization for simulating lightning
flashes was put forth by MacGorman et al. (2001). The general method of achieving a
flash using a threshold of the electric field magnitude was the same, however now, that
threshold could be different at different heights. Flashes could also traverse through
regions in the cloud where the charge density was still sufficiently high, and not
terminate just because the electric field magnitude was small, as in other studies. These
changes allowed for a more realistic model of lightning discharges. Mansell et al. (2002)
incorporated a more random channel propagation using a dielectric breakdown model.
This method models discharge progression on both the positively charged and negatively
charged ends of the channel by advancing the discharge one step at a time. The channel
will propagate using a probability metric that rates neighboring grid cells’ location with
respect to the electric field vector as well as electric field magnitude thresholds. This
method results in a more detailed three-dimensional structure of the lightning discharge
and can simulate IC, and both positive and negative CG flashes.
Simulations of electrification and lightning began implementing more information
into the models. Kuhlman et al. (2006) simulated a thunderstorm using a threedimensional dynamic cloud model that integrated electrification and microphysical
parameterizations as well as cloud dynamic processes. They used the same methods of
Mansell et al. (2002) to model lightning flashes and were able to attain flash densities for
both CG and IC lightning which were compared to observed flash densities from a
lightning mapping array as well as the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN,
for CG flashes). When compared to simulated graupel volume, updraft volume, and
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updraft mass flux, the flash density was found to be strongly correlated, such that when
one of these microphysical properties increased, the flash density did as well.
A more recent study aimed to avoid the complicated electrification
parameterizations and focused on the microphysics related to lightning. McCaul et al.
(2009) applied findings from previous work regarding the correlation of lightning flash
rates to the presence of hydrometeors in the ice regions of clouds, as observed from radar
and other platforms, and utilized the microphysics schemes within the Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) model to forecast fields of lightning density. Using the WRF
Single-Moment Six-Species (WSM-6) microphysics scheme, McCaul et al. (2009)
correlated peak values of upward graupel flux at the -15

level (Lightning Threat 1), and

vertically integrated ice (Lightning Threat 2) from the WRF simulations with observed
peak values of flash origin density (FOD), as determined from a LMA, for the strongest
storms in convective outbreaks. Although only seven cases, selected for their diversity in
lightning, were used in this initial analysis, linear trends were discovered between the
simulated upward graupel flux at -15

and vertically integrated ice, and the observed

FOD. The original calibration fits can be seen in Figure 2.6. The equations that the
algorithm uses to create the lightning threat forecast can be seen below in Equation (2.4)
for Threat 1, and Equation (2.5) for Threat 2.
(
Here,

)

(2.4)

is the slope of the line generated in Figure 2.6a,

is the vertical velocity, and

is the graupel mixing ratio. This equation is applied at the mixed phased region at 15 .
∫ (

)
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(2.5)

Figure 2.6. Adapted from McCaul et al. (2009) showing the linear calibration fits for the
Lightning Flash Algorithm (LFA). (a) shows the fit for Threat 1 (Graupel Flux) and (b)
shows the fit for Threat 2 (Vertically Integrated Ice). The microphysical values,
determined from the WRF (on the x-axis) are compared to the observed peak Flash
Origin Density as determined from the Lightning Mapping Array.
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Similar to Equation (2.4),

is the slope of the line generated in Figure 2.6b, and

the graupel mixing ratio. Additionally,
snow mixing ratio, and

is the density of the air at height ,

is

is the

is the ice mixing ratio.

After calibrating the relationships for both Lightning Threat 1 and 2, and applying
some thresholds of minimum FOD determined from the model simulation (in order to
attempt to match the areal coverage of each threat defined by observed flash extent
density), it was determined that Threat 1 better handled the temporal variability of the
peak FOD, while Threat 2 better handled the areal extent of the lightning. McCaul et al.
(2009) took these findings and presented a third lightning threat (Threat 3) that
incorporated the strengths of Threat 1 and 2 to provide a better forecast representation of
the observed lightning (Equation 2.6).
(2.6)
This forecast of lightning threat density stems from a straightforward correlation
between observed lightning, and modeled microphysical properties associated with
lightning production. While this simple methodology can be applied to other simulations,
McCaul et al. (2009) stress that when the model parameterizations are changed, the
calibrations need to be reevaluated as any change to the model schemes, including even
initial soil moisture, can affect the simulated convection, and hence, any lightning threat
forecasts (McCaul et al. 2014).
2.6 Physical Connections of Satellite Interest Fields, Model Output, and Lightning
This section will combine the satellite interest fields and WRF model output fields
outlined above and will demonstrate their behavior during the development and growth of
cumulus clouds. Furthermore, what can be inferred from these fields with regards to
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lightning production will also be discussed. The non-inductive charging mechanism,
based off of collisions between ice hydrometeors in the presence of supercooled liquid
water, is used as the proxy between satellite inferred cloud properties, WRF lightning
threat forecasts, and actual observed lightning. This discussion will apply to typical
summertime convection in the southeast, and thus, cloud properties at the various stages,
as well as growth characteristics, will differ for other locales.
2.6.1 Immature Cumulus
Immature cumulus clouds are classified by their shallow depth, small relative
size, and generally weak vertical motions. Figure 2.7 shows the minuscule immature
cumulus when compared to the more developed towering cumulus, and the fully
developed mature cumulus. These immature clouds typically consist of cloud tops
warmer than 0

and rarely contain any precipitation, let alone lightning, since the

collision/coalescence, and ice processes have not had enough time to get going. Usually
the result of warm thermals from the surface reaching the LCL before stronger lifting can
push the parcel further upward, these clouds display weak vertical motions, which further
inhibits any precipitation development. As such, satellite interest fields detect cloud top
temperature measurements (10.7
(10.7

TB) greater than 0 , small cloud top cooling rates

TB 15-minute trends; slightly negative), and small spectral difference temporal

trends (6.5

– 10.7

and 13.3

– 10.7

15-minute trends; slightly positive).

Because the clouds are in the very initial stages of development, they may not be large
enough to fill the 4-km satellite pixel, which will further increase the detected brightness
temperature as surface radiation is detected. The 6.5

– 10.7

spectral difference

will be highly negative since the cloud tops are quite far from the mid-upper troposphere,
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and also due to the likelihood that the clouds are not filling the entire pixel. The 13.3
– 10.7
– 10.7

spectral difference will also be negative, however not as negative as the 6.5
spectral difference because the cloud top will be closer to the low-mid

troposphere, than the mid-upper troposphere. The smaller the 13.3

– 10.7 spectral

difference is, the closer the cloud top is to the lower troposphere. For these clouds, the
WRF output fields would not aid in a lightning density nowcast because the updraft speed
would be small, and, more importantly, microphysical ice processes are not possible yet
with these shallow cumulus.

Figure 2.7. Compilation of photographs depicting three stages of cumulus development
including Immature Cumulus, Towering Cumulus, and Mature cumulus. Photos taken by
the Author during the mid-afternoon hours on 18 May 2012 in Newmarket, AL during
the Deep Convective Clouds and Chemistry (DC3) Field Project.
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2.6.2 Towering Cumulus
As can be seen in Figure 2.7, the towering cumulus stage is characterized by a
vertically, and also horizontally, growing cloud (hence towering). In this stage of
development, the vertical depth of the cloud is increasing as a substantial updraft is able
to loft the warm, moist parcels further into the atmosphere. Figure 2.8 shows a kinematic
depiction of a towering cumulus cloud. The vertical motion can be seen throughout the
depth of the cloud. This motion may even transport cloud droplets to or just above the
freezing level. Although possibly not large enough to overcome the updraft yet, liquid
hydrometeors may be starting to form within the cloud, and if the updraft is strong
enough to loft these particles higher into the cloud and above the freezing level, ice
processes may begin to take place. Satellite fields will likely begin to respond to this
growing cloud. The 10.7

TB will likely now fall below 0

and continue to cool as

the cloud top moves upward towards cooler air and as the cloud grows horizontally
(better filling the pixel). The 10.7

TB cooling rates will become more negative

depending upon the growth rate of the cloud, which depends on the strength of the
forcing mechanism and CAPE. These cooling rates will also be affected by the
horizontal growth of the cloud, which could result in faulty cooling rates. The same can
be said for the 6.5

– 10.7

– 10.7

and 13.3

15-minute trends, however

these get more positive as the cloud grows higher into the atmosphere. Depending on the
height of the cloud, the 13.3
0

– 10.7

spectral difference may be getting closer to

as the cloud grows to, and potentially past the lower-mid troposphere. The 6.5

10.7

spectral difference will still be negative (~-20

to -15 ), however getting more

positive as the cloud continues to grow. Because the cloud may now be reaching and
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–

Figure 2.8. Adapted from Doswell (1985) showing the cloud structure of the towering
cumulus stage. The updraft regions and the freezing level, which are important regarding
the microphysical aspects of the cloud, are included in both panels. Approximate
horizontal and vertical scales are also included.
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exceeding the freezing level, important ice processes leading to collisions and charge
creation may begin to occur in cloud. With towering cumulus clouds, the WRF output
may provide forecasts of the vertical motion, however the ice processes depend upon the
forecasted height of the cloud and temperature resolved by the model.
Although lightning is still not likely at this stage, the satellite data would hint at
the clouds’ potential ability to produce lightning in the future. Towards the end of the
immature cumulus stage, and during the bulk of the towering cumulus stage is when the
satellite data would best be able to provide a nowcast of lightning and lightning density,
based off of the magnitudes and trends of the IR interest fields. It should be noted,
however, that the ability to use these satellite data to nowcast these phenomena relies on
the cumulus to be somewhat isolated, such that the features are discernable from
neighboring convective cells and anvil.
2.6.3 Mature Cumulus
The mature stage of cumulus development is marked by a robust updraft, cloud
tops reaching the equilibrium level and the tropopause, a downdraft of liquid and ice
hydrometeors, and likely lightning. Figure 2.7 shows the mature cumulus towering over
all of the other clouds, and a minor anvil can be seen developing at the top of the cloud
where the environmental temperatures are warmer than the cloud parcels, thus rising
motion suspends and the cloud expands out horizontally. Figure 2.9 displays the vertical
motions of the updraft and downdraft, the cloud top spreading out at the top of the
troposphere, and the precipitation falling in the downdraft. At this point, nowcasting
from satellite data is no longer necessary because the cloud is already precipitating, and
lightning is likely already occurring. However, continued monitoring of the interest
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Figure 2.9. Same as Figure 2.8 but for the mature stage of a cumulus cloud. Adapted
from Doswell (1985).
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fields can provide insight into the cloud processes still occurring. The 10.7

TB will

likely be at its coldest at this point, barring any overshooting tops, or cirrus
contamination. Once the updraft hits the equilibrium level and is no longer buoyant, the
cloud only expands horizontally, and not vertically, thus the 10.7
cooling rate will likely be at or near 0 . The 6.5

– 10.7

15-minute trends will also stall out at this point. The 6.5
10.7

TB 15-minute
– 10.7

and 13.3
– 10.7

and 13.3

–

spectral differences will, as always, depend on the height of the cloud top

relative to the low to upper troposphere. For very tall clouds, the 13.3

– 10.7

spectral difference could be positive as the cloud has surpassed the low-mid troposphere.
The 6.5
-5

to -10

– 10.7

spectral difference will still likely be negative, but now just in the

range, and more positive the taller the cloud is. Depending on how tall the

cloud is (how cold the cloud top is), the amount of lightning that could be produced can
be inferred from the satellite measurements. Higher heights would infer more cloud
depth below freezing, thus more cloud volume in which microphysical processes leading
to LI and higher lightning densities could occur. Stronger cooling rates prior to this point
could also infer stronger updrafts, also leading to higher lightning flash rates.
This is mainly where the WRF model outputs of lightning threat come in. These
forecasts could fill in the microphysical void within the cloud that the satellite cannot
detect. These model forecasts would predict the maximum updraft strengths and
microphysical ice processes that could be in place within the future convection that the
satellite nowcasted. With higher forecasted updraft velocities, and higher amounts of
forecasted graupel, ice, and snow, higher flash rate densities would be predicted and thus
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could be used in conjunction with the satellite based nowcasts to provide a better nowcast
of lightning density.
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CHAPTER III

Data

The current study utilizes data from space-based, ground-based, and numerical
platforms. This section will examine these unique datasets and provide information on
how these data are generated. Chapter 4 will discuss how these data were processed and
used in order to accomplish the goals of this study.
3.1 Geostationary Satellite Interest Fields
Satellite data used in this study were obtained from the Geostationary Operational
and Environment Satellite 13 (GOES-13) imager. Launched in 2006, GOES-13 (also
identified as GOES-N) went through initial testing and storage until becoming the active
GOES-East satellite in April of 2010 (GOES 2014; NOAA 2014). At a geostationary
orbit above the equator around 75.5 W, GOES-13 provides scans of the eastern United
States, on average, every 15 minutes, except when performing full disk scans of Earth,
which will result in a 30 minute interval between scans once every three hours. The
platform has both an imager and a sounder, the latter of which uses 18 spectral bands to
provide thermodynamic structures of the atmosphere, similar to that of atmospheric
soundings from balloons launched by the NWS. The imager, comprised of a visible band
and four infrared (IR) spectral bands, measures the emitted radiation from the Earth’s
surface, clouds, and the atmosphere. The data used in this study comes from three of the
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four spectral bands from the imager (excluding the 3.9

IR channel). These channels

are detailed in Chapter 2, however a table including the spectral channels used, their
resolution, and what they measure is included for convenience below (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1. Infrared (IR) spectral channels from GOES-13 utilized in this study. More
information on these channels can be found in Chapter 2.
IR Channel

Resolution

What It Measures

6.7

4-km

Water Vapor / Mid-Upper Troposphere

10.7

4-km

Surface / Cloud Top Temperature

13.3

8-km

CO2 / Low-Mid Troposphere

Unlike previous studies, which utilized data from individual satellite pixels, this
study uses data from cloud objects, which are objects made up of corresponding 1-km
satellite pixels (the 4-km and 8-km IR resolution channels are mapped to a 1-km grid).
This method of creating cloud objects is outlined in Walker et al. (2012). First, the
satellite data are acquired, and then the atmospheric motion vectors and convective cloud
masks are generated. Next, individual pixels are grouped into cloud objects and the same
AMV is applied to the entire object (Fig. 3.1a). Using this motion vector, the cloud
object is then advected linearly to where it would be expected to be located in the next
15-minute scan (Fig. 3.1b). The idea is, as presented in Walker et al. (2012), that the
advected cloud object and the cloud object from the updated scan should overlap,
allowing that cloud to be tracked in subsequent scans (Fig. 3.1c,d). Temporal trends of
the interest fields can now be made, as long as the cloud object was tracked correctly.
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Figure 3.1. Adapted from Walker et al. (2012) showing the methodology behind the
object tracking of satellite cloud objects. Cloud objects are identified and atmospheric
motion vectors are applied to the object (a). The objects are then linearly advected based
on the motion vector to where they would be expected to be at the next scan time (b).
The advected objects’ (yellow) location is compared with the objects from the updated
scan (blue) and the grey denotes the overlap (c). Since there was overlap, the new objects
can be identified as those from the previous scan time (d).

Because the cloud objects are made up of a number of individual pixels, a
representative interest field magnitude for each IR channel needs to be determined. For
larger objects made up of many pixels, the coldest 25% of pixels, using the 10.7

TB,

are extracted and a representative TB for each IR channel is found by taking the average
of the TBs in those extracted pixels. If the cloud object is only made up of a small
number of pixels, then the coldest individual pixel is used. With the channel TBs
determined, the spectral and temporal interest fields can be computed and used for
nowcasting CI or LI.
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Errors in the tracking of cloud objects, mainly due to errors in the AMVs used,
can occur and would affect how the temporal interest fields perform. Moreover, the
objects may take on completely different shapes in subsequent scans, and may even
divide into two or more separate objects, which could result in numerous objects being
identified as the same one. Cirrus clouds can also contaminate the interest fields if not
removed during the cloud masking process, resulting in falsely cooler cloud-top
temperatures. Finally, the size of the clouds relative to the resolution of the satellite
instrument can result in misleading TB values. If the cloud does not fill up the 4-km
resolution pixel, the satellite will sense radiation from the cloud top, but also the warmer
surface, providing a falsely warm cloud top TB. Cooler cloud top TBs would be observed
as the clouds grew horizontally and filled more of the pixel. An example provided in Fig.
3.2 shows how the cloud size relative to the pixel would affect the observed cloud top TB.
3.2 Lightning Source Data
Data were collected from the North Alabama Lightning Mapping Array
(NALMA). This LMA system is spread out across north central Alabama, consisting of
11 sensors, with two additional sensors in Georgia (Goodman et al. 2005). The system
works on a time of arrival (TOA) basis, detecting when radio waves, which are emanated
from lightning, arrive at the sensor (Goodman et al. 2005, Koshak et al. 2004). These
radio waves are in the Very High Frequency (VHF) range (76-82 MHz for NALMA;
Goodman et al. 2005). Because the radio waves are in the VHF frequency, vacant
television channels provide the perfect frequency to be used to detect the radiation.
According to Goodman et al. (2005) and Krehbiel et al. (2000), the peak detected
radiation every 80 to 100

is recorded. Noise can be detected by these LMA sensors
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from other electrical infrastructure, thus it is required that the data go through a
preprocessing to try to get rid of this noise. The peaks of the radiation are commonly
referred to as sources, and there are typically anywhere from a few hundred to over a
thousand sources per second (Krehbiel et al. 2000). In order to accurately figure out the
exact location of the sources, the source needs to be recorded by at least 6 stations (a
favorable number across many studies).

Figure 3.2. Adapted from Walker et al. (2012) showing how cloud size relative to the
satellite IR pixel can affect the resultant TB measurement. Panel (a) shows how a small
cloud does not fill the pixel (left), allowing for the warmer surface to be sensed as well,
resulting in an overall warmer IR pixel (middle). Panel (b) shows a larger cloud filling
most of the pixel, allowing for a cooler IR pixel TB.
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GPS source locations of latitude, longitude, height, and time can then be created, and a 4D mapping of the lightning sources is produced, displaying the structure of the sources,
and thus the flashes. Processing, which includes applying time and space criteria, is done
on the data, and individual flashes can be "created" from the source data (see McCaul et
al. 2009). An example of what the sources look like for a single cloud-to-ground (CG)
return stroke is shown in Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Adapted from the NASA SPoRT Lightning Mapping Array (LMA)
information webpage showing a picture of a cloud-to-ground return stroke (left) as
compared to the same image, but with the sources from the LMA overlaid (right). This
shows how the LMA network builds individual flashes and how the structure of the
lightning can be determined.
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As with any recording system, there are errors. First of all, the LMA is a line of
sight based instrument. This creates a threshold of height to which the sources need to be
above the earth in order for the LMA to detect them (Krehbiel et al. 2000). Thus, this
creates range and detection efficiency issues. Goodman et al. (2005) would not use data
beyond 160 km for use in their spatial analysis of the flashes. They noted that within
around 150 km distance from the LMA center, error could be reduced to less than 50 m.
Krehbiel et al. (2000) noted that at far distances away from the LMA centroid, the
sources decrease from a 4-D array to a 2-D array.
3.3 WRF Lightning Threat Output
Lightning threat output data from the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF;
Skamarock et al. 2005) model were obtained from the National Severe Storms
Laboratory (NSSL) WRF operational model (NSSL 2014). Lightning Threat 1 (graupel
flux at -15 ), Threat 2 (vertically integrated ice), and Threat 3 (blended threat) from the
Lightning Flash Algorithm (LFA; McCaul et al. 2009) are part of the fields available
from the NSSL WRF. The hourly forecasts have a resolution of 4-km and show where
and how much lightning, in units of Flash Origin Density (FOD; flashes 5-min.-1 km-2), is
expected to occur within that hourly timeframe. The model output of the three threats is
presented in Fig. 3.4. It can be seen how Threat 3 (Fig. 3.4c) retains the peak flash rates
of Threats 1 and 2 (Fig. 3.4a and 3.4b), but incorporates the areal extent of Threat 2 (Fig.
3.4b), as discussed in Ch. 2.5. The forecasted peak lightning densities are calibrated to
match those of the more intense lightning-producing storms. Of course, the accuracy of
the forecast relies on the accuracy of each model run, thus the forecast location and time
of the lightning threat are susceptible to the same inaccuracies of the model itself.
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Figure 3.4. Example output from the NSSL WRF of the 3 Lightning Threat fields from
McCaul et al. (2009). Threat 1 (a), Threat 2 (b), and Threat 3 (c) are displayed to show
how Threat 3 is comprised of the peak flash rates of Threat 1 and 2, but also the areal
extent of Threat 2.
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Furthermore, the accuracy of the peak lightning densities relies on the model’s ability to
correctly predict the microphysical aspects of the environment, as well as the instability,
moisture, and lifting mechanisms.
Some testing has been done on the LFA to analyze its ability to predict lightning
(McCaul et al. 2011, 2012). Both winter lightning cases and summertime convection in
north Alabama were tested. It was found that raising the threshold of the minimum Flash
Origin Density (FOD) that needed to be simulated in order for a forecast to be made
would decrease the false alarm rates in both seasonal regimes, but especially in the
winter. Thus, it was decided that a minimum FOD of 1.5 flashes 5-min.-1 km-2 would be
sufficient to better the results (E. W. McCaul, USRA, personal communication).
Furthermore, some errors within the model were discovered that resulted in scrapping
certain hours of the 36-hr run. First, due to model spin-up issues, the 0 – 4-hr forecasts
should be excluded. Second, output data after the 24th-hr forecast should be used
cautiously to avoid double counting of the simulated lightning, especially if studying
daily data. Forecasts within the 4 – 24-hr time frame should produce representative
results.
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CHAPTER IV

Methodology

This section outlines how the data examined above were used in this study.
Details involving the methods of selecting individual cases, and how the lightning,
satellite, and model output data were acquired and manipulated for each case are
overviewed. It is also worth noting that for this study, LI is defined as first flash
lightning as detected by the LMA for a particular storm.
4.1 Case Selection
For this project, a case was defined as a convective event in which lightning
occurred (as seen from the LMA) along with at least one of the following: LFA data from
the WRF output exists within three hours before or after LI occurred, and/or satellite
interest field data are present leading up to lightning initiation. Care had to be taken
when analyzing potential cases from LMA data. Candidate storms needed to be isolated
enough such that lightning source data from other nearby storms would not infringe on
grid boxes used to extract the individual source data from the storm of focus. This
infringement could lead to inaccurate flash density calculations later on in the processing
stage. Furthermore, for the satellite analysis, if storms were not isolated, the cloud
objects from individual cells could be clustered with those of nearby storms, which would
result in a misrepresented interest field value for that cell. Moreover, anvil from nearby
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storms encroaching on a cell of interest could also impact the satellite interest fields
collected for that particular storm, again, requiring cases to be isolated. This does create
a bias in convective mode in this study, but it is required in order to get as accurate data
as possible. In addition to the candidate storms needing to be isolated, they also had to
form and dissipate within the LMA domain in order to capture the entire lifetime of the
storm and to document the highest flash rate it produced. As with Goodman et al. (2005),
only storms within 150 km to the center of the NALMA network (Figure 4.1) were
analyzed to reduce spatial errors.

Figure 4.1. Map depicting the center of the North Alabama Lightning Mapping Array
(NALMA) and the range rings from the center of the network. Cases for this study were
obtained from storms within 150-km range of the network center.
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4.2 Lightning Data Processing
In an effort to make the best comparisons between the WRF LFA output and the
observed lightning from the LMA, processing of the LMA data closely followed that of
McCaul et al. (2009). Raw source data from the LMA were plotted on a
latitude/longitude grid as contoured flash extent density using the Graphic Analysis and
Display System (GrADS; Figure 4.2). This allowed individual storm cells to be
identified. The center of each cell was recorded, as well as the distance from the center
to the edge of the cell in each latitudinal and longitudinal direction. This, in essence,
would form a box around each storm, encompassing the source data. These boxes would
be recorded for each 5-minute interval of the storm’s lifetime, and input into a procedure
which would extract the lightning source data occurring in the boxes. This would result
in all of the lightning source data for a given cell, for its entire lifetime. From the raw
source data, flashes were constructed using a maximum time criteria of 0.3-seconds
between successive sources. Because the spatial resolution and accuracy of the LMA
network varies with range, spatial criteria in range and azimuth, which also vary with
distance from the center of the network, were applied to the sources to determine if they
belonged to a particular flash (McCaul et al. 2009). Once the flashes were assembled,
they were put through processing that found each individual flash’s flash origin time and
location, and also counted the number of sources per flash. Singletons, or flashes
containing only one source, were discarded, leaving flashes with two or more sources as
valid flashes to be used in the analysis. Once the flash origins were filtered, flash
densities could be calculated. For this research, Flash Origin Density (FOD) was the
quantification of flash density used. FOD was calculated by placing each flash origin
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within a five-minute period into 1.0-km by 1.0-km bins. This would result in a number
of flash origins, per five minutes, per km2 for each grid cell. The FOD value was then
adjusted for each grid cell based on the latitudinal and longitudinal variances in
horizontal distance. Once the final FOD values were calculated, the maximum FOD per
five-minute bin was determined, and compared to the other five-minute bin maxima in
order to determine a maximum FOD for the entire lifetime of the storm.

Figure 4.2. An example of the GrADS display of flash extent density over a 5-minute
period for collecting LMA sources for cases used in this study. Using the plotted
lightning “cells”, and the latitude/longitude grid, the coordinates making up a box around
each cell could be recorded and used to extract the source data for each individual cell for
each 5-minute period.
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4.3 Satellite Interest Field Processing
In order to acquire the satellite IR interest fields prior to LI, the direction the
clouds were moving first had to be determined so that satellite cloud objects upstream
from where LI occurred could be identified. Radar data available online from the
National Mosaic and Multi-Sensor Quantitative Precipitation Estimation System (NMQ;
Zhang et al. 2011) as well as from the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) Locust image archive (locust.mmm.ucar.edu) were used to manually and
visually track the trajectory of the individual storms. With the LI location and time
known, the NMQ system was used to identify the convective cell responsible for that LI
at that time and location. Then, the radar data could be toggled back in time, at least an
hour, in order to determine the direction the storm propagated, prior to LI, and to provide
an estimate as to where the satellite cloud objects would also be located.
With the storm’s motion and estimated locations prior to LI known, the satellite
data could now be collected. A verification tool developed by Chris Jewett at the
University of Alabama in Huntsville was used to acquire the six satellite interest fields
from the cloud objects (Walker et al. 2012; see Chapter 3.1) leading up to LI. This tool
plots the cloud objects over a latitude/longitude grid, and allows the user to click on cloud
objects of interest (Figure 4.3). An output file is then created which documents the time,
location, and IR interest field values of the selected cloud objects. As with the radar data,
the satellite cloud object associated with the LI was identified by comparing cloud
objects’ locations with the LI time and location. The cloud objects were then manually
tracked back in time up to an hour ahead of LI using the tool, as well as the general storm
motion identified from the radar data. If there was a large cloud object associated with
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the LI point that could be tracked seamlessly up to an hour prior to LI, then it alone was
selected and the IR interest fields were extracted for that object. In other instances, there
may have been any number of smaller, individual cloud objects near to the LI point
(within reason), and in the hour prior to LI. In these cases, all of the individual cloud
objects that could reasonably lead up to the LI point were selected, and only the coldest
object for each satellite scan time was used in the analysis. Furthermore, only interest
field times where the cooling rate was negative (cloud was growing vertically) were
included in the analysis to throw out cloud objects associated with dissipating cumulus.

Figure 4.3. Example image from the tool used to collect satellite IR interest field data
from cloud objects. Individual objects can be identified, manually tracked, and can be
selected in order to obtain the interest field values from that object.
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Once all of the objects were identified and selected for each case up to an hour
prior to LI, the time, location, and IR interest field data for each object that the tool
outputs was transferred to an excel file for further processing. Once there, the difference
between the satellite scan time of the IR interest fields, and the LI time was calculated
such that the time prior to LI that the IR interest fields represent was known. Finally, a
data file to be used later in analyzing and plotting results was created. This file includes,
for each case, the maximum observed FOD from the LMA, the six satellite interest fields
for each scan time leading up to LI, and the time prior to LI that each scan occurred.
Some problems in acquiring these data from the tool do arise when the LI time
and the satellite scan time do not exactly match. However, typically, the cloud object
will be nearby regardless because the discrepancy in time will be under 7.5-minutes
(assuming average satellite updates of 15-minutes). Furthermore, the system used to
create the cloud objects will quit recording and tracking the cloud objects once it is
determined from thresholds that the particular cloud is mature. In some cases lightning
may not have initiated yet, thus some of the data closest to LI are not available.
4.4 WRF Lightning Threat Processing
NSSL WRF output was acquired through File Transfer Protocol (FTP) for the
days from which cases were selected. Once the large files were untarred, wgrib
commands were used to extract Lightning Threats 1, 2, and 3 from the files. For each
case, model output data were extracted from the hour during which LI occurred as well as
from the three hours before and after LI (seven total hours). Plus or minus three hours
was thought to be an acceptable amount of time for inclusion into the analysis of each
case based on thunderstorms being a mesoscale process (Fiedler and Panofsky 1970;
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Orlanski 1975; Fujita 1981; Markowski and Richardson 2010). Furthermore, only
lightning threat data that were within 150-km of the LI location were included in the
analysis, again due to convection being a mesoscale process.
Once the temporal and spatial constraints were applied to the data, and a threshold
on the FOD output of 1.5 flashes 5-min.-1 km-2 in accordance with verification results
explained in Chapter 3.3 was implemented, statistics were then computed from the
resulting dataset. These statistics included, for each hour of output data, the maximum
lightning threat from across the domain, as well as the mean, mode, and median of all of
the data collected for that hour. These results were then compared to the ground truth
lightning density observed from the LMA in order to determine what value they could
add in a lightning density nowcasting perspective.
In addition to the basic statistics, the use of distance weighting functions to
provide a representative flash density from the WRF output for a nowcast LI point was
explored. Because the timing and location of storms forecast from the WRF may be in
error, it was thought that a weighting method could provide a credible value of lightning
threat to a particular point using the WRF output across a specified domain. Forecasted
storms that were closer to the actual LI point would receive a stronger weight as they
theoretically had a better chance of representing the actual storm. Twelve different
weighting methods were used to determine if a weighted lightning density, representative
of the observed lightning density, could be produced. Some of these weighting functions
included basic linear and exponential relationships between the distance from the LI point
to the WRF output data point, and the weighting applied to that data point. Other
functions used included the weighting equations utilized by some of the more advanced
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objective analysis functions, such as those by Barnes (1964, 1973) and Koch et al.
(1983). The results of the weighting applications were compared with the observed
lightning to determine the weighting applicability.
4.5 Satellite-LMA Comparisons
To determine the utility of using satellite data to provide a nowcast of lightning
density, comparisons between the IR interest fields’ behavior and the observed peak flash
densities were made. To do this, a set of scatter plots, and two different sets of boxplots
were created in order to analyze and compare the IR interest fields with respect to set
ranges of flash origin density. Because correlations between IR interest fields and the
initiation of lightning have been made before (Siewert 2008; Harris et al. 2010), this
study looked into if and how these correlations differed on a flash density by flash
density basis. As in previous studies, because satellite update times can range anywhere
between five and 30-minutes, an average update time of 15-minutes was used in this
study. Thus data were categorized in bins of time from 15-minutes, 30-minutes, 45minutes, and 60-minutes in advance of LI.
For the scatter plots, data from each individual interest field were plotted with
respect to a 15-minute time interval (0 to 15-min., 15 to 30-min., 30 to 45-min., and 45 to
60-min.), and with respect to a range of FOD (0-5 flashes 5-min.-1 km-2, 5-10 flashes 5min.-1 km-2, 10-15 flashes 5-min.-1 km-2, etc.). A linear fit (performed using the IDL
utility included in the Coyote Graphics Program) was applied to the data in each plot and
the slope, as well as the Pearson correlation coefficient, were recorded and compared
between flash density bins.
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Before outlining the boxplots used in this study, a brief explanation of what a
boxplot represents is useful. Figure 4.4 details what the boxes and ranges represent
statistically. The interquartile range (IQR) is the area within the box, or in other terms,
the area between the first and third quartiles. The line within the box is the median of the
data set. The median is the value in the data set that separates the upper half and lower
half of the data. The quartiles are found by essentially finding the median of the lower
half of the data (first quartile), and the median of the upper half of the data (third
quartile), separated by the median. The whiskers extend to 1.5 times the IQR above the
third quartile and below the first quartile if outliers are present outside of that range.
Otherwise, the whiskers will simply extend to the minimum and maximum values of the
data set.
The first set of boxplots were made to show how the distribution of a single IR
interest field, for a single range of FOD changes with respect to time prior to LI. These
plots, similar to those used in Harris et al. (2010), were examined to generally analyze the
behavior of individual IR interest fields leading up to LI, but were also used to compare
trends between different ranges of FOD.
The second set of boxplots utilized the same data as the scatterplots, categorized
by time to LI and by range of FOD. For each IR interest field, and for each range of time
prior to LI, boxplots were used to compare the distributions of different ranges of FOD
side by side. These plots allowed for easy comparisons of the general behavior of each
IR interest field across different ranges of FOD. As was examined in Harris et al. (2010),
overlap of the distribution’s median was considered useful when trying to determine how
different one distribution was from the other. If the distributions showed little overlap,
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they could be considered unique, and thus could potentially be used as an indicator of
lightning density.

Figure 4.4. Example of a boxplot used in this study, shown here to complement the
description above.

4.6 WRF-LMA and WRF-Satellite Comparisons
In order to compare the WRF output of lightning threat with the observed LMA
FOD values of the collected cases, pieces of the statistics calculated from the lightning
threat output were extracted. The statistics were calculated for each of the seven hours
extracted for each case. There were instances where there was no lightning forecast from
the WRF for a particular hour before or after LI. Since this is to be expected, a consistent
method that could be applied to all cases, whether there were 7 hours of WRF output
available or only one hour available, had to be implemented. Thus, hours that contained
no WRF forecasts of FOD were not included in the statistics. If a case had only one hour
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of WRF output data, then the statistics from that single hour would be used in the
analysis of that case. For future use in a product, cases where many empty hours exist
may need to be removed from the analysis, but they are included in this study. For each
case, from the statistics calculated for each of the seven hours of data, the maximum and
minimum peak FOD, mean FOD, and median FOD were extracted. The maximum mode
over the seven hours was also recorded. Using these statistics as a nowcasted lightning
threat magnitude, the values were compared to the observed FOD from the LMA to
determine their effectiveness in accurately representing what actually occurred. By
analyzing the general behavior of these statistical nowcast values (i.e., do they overpredict or under-predict the lightning threat when compared to the observed FOD), a
range of FOD could possibly be provided from these data to aid in a nowcast.
Furthermore, to explore how the WRF forecasts of lightning, based on cloud
microphysics schemes, compare to characteristics of the actually observed clouds, the
maximum peak FOD forecast, from the seven hours of model output data, for each case,
was compared to the satellite interest field characteristics. This was done using
comparative boxplots, as in the satellite analysis, but using the WRF peak lightning threat
forecast as the observed FOD rather than from the LMA. Comparisons were made
between the WRF lightning Threat 1 and the 10.7

TB cloud top temperature

(temperature at or below freezing to support ice microphysics) and cooling rate (inferred
updraft strength) because Threat 1 consists of graupel and updraft characteristics from the
WRF. Threat 2 was compared to the 10.7

TB cloud top temperature because of the

vertically integrated ice from the WRF used for this forecast.
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4.7 Combined Analysis Methodology (in a product sense)
Methods of combining the satellite and WRF results towards an end product that
nowcasts lightning density were conceptualized using a pair of case studies. Keeping
end-users in mind, and considering feedback from recent test-beds on currently
implemented nowcast tools, some ideas involving what information to display and how to
display that information were put together. An initial, albeit hypothetical, model of this
future product will be presented in a later chapter.
4.8 Sources of Error in Methodology
Within this study, several methods are used that could lead to errors that are
worthy of discussion. First, in the calculation of FOD from the flash data obtained from
the LMA, the 1-km by 1-km grid used to bin the flash origins could lead to errors in the
final calculated FOD. Being such a fine scale grid, if the initialization point of the grid is
changed by even a half of a km, the resulting FOD value can change. In this study, the
grid was initialized to match that used in McCaul et al. (2009), however future studies
may not use the same exact grid, and could consequently make comparisons to observed
FOD values that differ from this study. Furthermore, and more importantly, because the
grid is so fine scale, the flash origin locations within a particular cell may be split into
two or more grid cells, thus splitting up the total FOD of that individual cell. When this
splitting occurs, the result would be lower FOD values for a particular cell, possibly
unrepresentative of the actually lightning threat that exists from that cell. It would also
be possible for a high flash rate storm to have the same FOD as a low flash rate storm,
simply because the flash origin region of the high flash rate storm was split across
numerous grid cells.
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Second, with the satellite analysis, errors may come from the method in which the
IR interest fields were obtained through the use of cloud objects. Because the cloud
object itself creates interest field values which are an average of the coldest 25% of the
pixels in that object, the coldest pixels may get washed out slightly in the averaging,
especially if the other pixels in that 25% are considerably warmer than the coolest pixel.
Previous studies used the single coldest pixel itself, and thus likely would result in overall
cooler cloud top TBs. While the averaging seeks to hone in on the coldest region of the
cloud, the averaging may subsequently be misrepresenting the actual TBs in that region.
Also, it was noted that cloud objects, at times, would cover expansive areas, which was
the result of the tool connecting many nearby cloud objects because the individual
cumulus clouds could not be discerned by the 4 to 8-km resolution of the satellite. With
these large cloud objects, the coldest 25% of the pixels likely consisted of updraft regions
of numerous individual convective cells, thus creating cooler overall cloud top TBs
applied to all of the cells. When this occurred, the IR cloud top height would be
overestimated for the shallower clouds in that cloud object and underestimated for the
taller convective clouds. Finally, a problem in the satellite methodology that exists for all
studies, whether cloud objects or individual pixels are used, is the ability to consistently
track the same object/pixel leading up to LI. With cloud objects merging, splitting, or
simply becoming larger or smaller on a satellite scan-by-scan basis, it can be difficult to
track the same object/pixel. Such tracking problems would result in erroneous IR interest
field values when looking at the trends of individual cases, which would ultimately
impact the time constrained distributions. Best efforts are made to consistently track the
cloud objects such that accurate results are obtained.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Convective events, which produced lightning, from 19 days during the months of
June and July of 2011 were used in this study. In all, 75 satellite cases and 49 LFA
model cases from the north Alabama region were acquired from this set of days based on
the availability of either satellite data leading up to LI and/or WRF LFA output plus or
minus three hours from the hour in which LI occurred. Cumulus cloud objects detected
from geostationary satellites leading up to LI were collected and WRF forecasted
lightning threat density was compared to the actual observed flash density in order to
satisfy the goals of this study (Figure 5.1).
The events which contributed to the 75 satellite cases and 49 WRF cases
collectively came from around 80 cases. There are fewer cases including WRF output
data because, A) the main focus for this study was on the satellite interest field behavior
relating to lightning density, and B) the WRF processing was much more time
consuming, and the data were not as readily available as the satellite data were.
The data were categorized into bins of peak FOD from 0-5, 5-10, 10-15, 15-20,
20-25, and 25-30 flashes 5-min-1 km-2. Table 5.1 shows the distribution of cases within
those bins for the satellite cases, while Table 5.2 displays the same, but for the WRF
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Figure 5.1. Figure depicting how the satellite, WRF output, and LMA lightning data all
fit into this study. The LMA shows where the lightning actually occurred (blue), the
contoured shapes show where the WRF model predicted lightning and how much would
occur for that hour forecast (color bar included at bottom of image), and the red triangles
show where the satellite detected developing cumulus prior to LI.
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Table 5.1. Distribution of the observed (from LMA) peak lightning FOD for satellite
cases.
Flash Origin
Density Range
(

Frequency

0 to 5

39

5 to 10

18

10 to 15

13

15 to 20

3

20 to 25

2

25 to 30

0

TOTAL:

75

Table 5.2. Same as Table 5.1, but for the WRF LFA cases.
Flash Origin
Density Range
(

Frequency

0 to 5

29

5 to 10

11

10 to 15

7

15 to 20

1

20 to 25

1

25 to 30

0

TOTAL:

49
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cases. As can be seen from these tables, the majority of the cases came from lower flash
rate storms (FOD values less than 5 flashes 5-min-1 km-2) with very few cases in the high
flash rate realm (FOD values greater than 15 flashes 5-min-1 km-2).
Because the WRF results are simply comparisons between the forecasted and
observed lightning, all 49 cases will be used in that analysis. For the satellite cases,
because the amount of interest field data for the higher flash rate storms would be low,
and would not result in statistically significant results, only the cases with FOD values
between 0 and 15 flashes 5-min-1 km-2 will be used in this study.
Boxplots showing the behavior of IR interest fields with respect to time prior to
LI for FOD ranges from 0-5, 5-10, and 10-15 flashes 5-min-1 km-2 are included to confirm
the trends for each flash density range with respect to Harris et al. (2010) and general
knowledge of what the interest fields represent. Scatterplots that include linear fits to the
data will then be analyzed to see if and how the trends in the interest fields differ as a
function of flash density. Boxplots comparing the distributions of interest fields of the
three ranges of FOD with respect to 15-minute ranges of time prior to LI will be
evaluated as well. The WRF lightning threat output will be compared to the observed
peak lightning densities using the statistical quantities derived from the output data as
outlined in Chapter 4. WRF forecasted lightning densities will also be compared to the
satellite interest field behavior to determine if the forecasted microphysics are
representative of the satellite observed convection. The results that are pertinent to the
hypotheses disclosed in Chapter 1 will be discussed.
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5.1 Satellite Interest Fields and Lightning Density Comparisons
This section will examine the relationships between the satellite IR interest fields
and the observed peak lightning density from the cases collected in this study. A variety
of plots and comparisons will be presented and discussed.
5.1.1 Interest Field Behavior prior to LI
Satellite IR interest fields from lightning producing storms that were categorized
by the peak FOD produced by each individual cell were placed in 15-minute bins leading
up to LI. From these plots, the general behavior of the interest fields was analyzed,
similar to the work done by Harris et al. (2010). Here, the behavior is examined to verify
that the interest fields this study collected exhibit similar trends leading up to LI that were
discovered previously.
The behavior of the 10.7

TB cloud top temperature is shown in Figure 5.2.

For all three of the FOD thresholds (0-5 FOD (Figure 5.2a), 5-10 FOD (Figure 5.2b), and
10-15 FOD (Figure 5.2c)), the cloud top temperatures are initially fairly warm between
60 to 45-minutes prior to LI. These warm temperatures, generally around 277 K to 281
K, are due to the very immature stage of cumulus development providing for low cloud
top heights. These clouds are also likely fairly small and do not fill up the entire satellite
pixel, thus warmer surface radiation is being sensed. As the time to LI decreases from
60-minutes to 15-minutes, the overall temperature gradually decreases. Around 30 to 15minutes prior to LI, the cloud tops are nearing the freezing level. During the last 15minutes to LI, a more sudden drop in cloud top temperature can be observed, especially
in the 0-5 FOD and 5-10 FOD range. In these final 15-minutes to LI, cloud top
temperatures are below freezing for the most part, allowing for ice microphysics to form.
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Figure 5.2. Behavior of the 10.7
TB cloud top temperature IR interest field during the
hour prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1 km-2.
Time 00 min. represents the LI time.
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Figure 5.2. (continued).

These trends agree with what would be expected for growing cumulus clouds and satisfy
the LI threshold of 0

up to 45-minutes ahead of LI. The cooler cloud top temperatures

observed with the 45 to 30-minute bin in Figure 5.2c may be due to the small sample for
that FOD range and time frame.
Examining the 10.7

TB 15-minute cooling rates (Figure 5.3) reveals an

increase in the cloud top cooling rate (becoming more negative, thus colder) as the time
to LI decreases. This would imply that the updraft strength within the clouds is getting
stronger as the time of LI approaches. While the trend of the median values decreases
consistently for the 0-5 FOD range (Figure 5.3a), the cooling seems to level out at
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Figure 5.3. Behavior of the 10.7
TB 15-minute trend cloud top cooling rate IR
interest field during the hour prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c)
flashes 5-min-1 km-2. Time 00 min. represents the LI time.
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Figure 5.3. (continued).

around -7

15-min-1 (-7 K 15-min-1) within 30-minutes to LI at the 5-10 FOD range

(Figure 5.3b) and at around -5

15-min-1 in the same time frame for the 10-15 FOD

range (Figure 5.3c). However, the cooling rate peaks at -7

15-min-1 or more at the 45

to 30-minutes to LI time for 10-15 FOD suggesting that the cloud top growth rate peaks
earlier for higher-lightning producing storms. It should be pointed out that this peak of
the cooling rate coincides with the time of the curiously cooler cloud top temperatures in
Figure 5.2c. Moreover, the cloud top temperature trend does not suggest an overall cloud
growth because between the 45 to 30-minute and 30 to 15-minute time frame, the cloud
top temperature increases, suggesting either collapsing clouds, or further hinting that the
45 to 30-minute distribution is suspect. This could have been a case where the satellite
pixel quickly filled, causing cooler observed cloud top temperatures, and a sudden, sharp
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cooling rate increase. There may have also been contamination from a cooler, higheraltitude cloud (however unlikely because these data points come from 5 separate
days/cases). There is a lot of spread in this distribution, however, and it is most likely
that the small amount of data is causing this deviation from the expected trend.
For the 5-10 FOD and 10-15 FOD ranges, the cooling rate may decrease closer to
the LI time since the cloud tops may be getting closer to the equilibrium level, thus the
ascent may slow, and the anvil may be beginning to form. Again, the LI threshold of
cooling rates of less than -6

15-min-1 is likely met in the 45-30-minute time frame

before LI occurs, especially for the two higher flash rate ranges.
It should be noted here, that while this cooling rate interest field can be used to
infer the vertical growth rate of a cloud, the magnitude of the updraft is typically larger
than what the interest field suggests. This is due to two main reasons: 1) The convective
updraft is on a scale which is smaller than the 4-km minimum resolution of the satellite
IR channels, which may result in the actual updraft being washed out by the other cloud
tops within that pixel, and 2) In the cloud object methodology, the coldest 25% of the
objects are averaged to obtain an interest field value for that object, which causes the
individual pixel or two that comprise the updraft to get washed out even further. The
cooling rate interest field can indicate the growth rate of the cloud, but underestimates the
actually occurring vertical motions within the cloud (J. Mecikalski, UAH, 2014, personal
communication).
Figure 5.4 depicts the distributions of the 6.5-10.7

TB spectral difference IR

interest field leading up to LI. For the 0-5 FOD (Figure 5.4a) and the 5-10 FOD (Figure
5.4b), the highly negative values (less than -30 ) indicate either very low topped
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cumulus, far from the mid-upper troposphere, and/or radiation from the surface being
sampled as well. The overall trend shows the spectral difference decreasing (becoming
more positive) the closer to LI as the clouds build higher into the atmosphere. The trend
for the 10-15 FOD range (Figure 5.4c) is not very clear. The highly negative values exist
for the 60-45-minute time frame, but then suddenly become more positive during the 4530-minutes prior to LI. This is likely a result of the small sample size. The distribution is
still, for the most part, less than -30

in the 30-15-minute time frame but then becomes

more positive in the final 15-minutes prior to LI. While the 6.5-10.7
difference LI threshold of greater than or equal to -30

spectral

is met closer to 30-minutes to LI

for the 0-5 FOD and 5-10 FOD cases, the 10-15 FOD events suggest it may be nearer to
15-minutes prior to LI, however this may be an artifact of the limited number of interest
field points at this FOD threshold.
The 15-minute temporal trends of the 6.5-10.7

TB spectral difference are

shown in Figure 5.5. These interest fields trend similarly to the 10.7

TB cooling

rates, but with positive trends because as the cloud tops grow taller, the 6.5-10.7
spectral difference gets more and more positive. This results in a positive temporal
difference. The median for the 0-5 FOD (Figure 5.5a) gradually increases as time to LI
decreases, as was seen earlier in the cloud top cooling rates. For the higher flash rates,
once again, the temporal difference seems to level off within 30-minutes to LI and even
decreases in the 15-minutes prior to LI in the 10-15 FOD range (Figure 5.5c). Again, this
may be caused by the cloud tops nearing the equilibrium level resulting in anvil
formation, thus a decrease in the growth rate. The LI threshold for the 6.5-10.7
temporal difference interest field of greater than 5
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15-min-1 is met near the

TB

Figure 5.4. Behavior of the 6.5-10.7
TB spectral difference IR interest field during
the hour prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1 km2
. Time 00 min. represents the LI time.
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Figure 5.4. (continued).

30-minutes prior to LI time frame for all cases, and possibly earlier for the higher flash
rate distributions.
The trends of the 13.3-10.7

TB spectral difference IR interest fields (Figure

5.6) are almost exactly the same as the 6.5-10.7

TB spectral difference fields. This is

to be expected since both interest fields rely on the growth of the clouds with respect to a
reference point. The only difference is that the values of the 13.3-10.7

TB spectral

difference are less negative because the reference layer being compared with the 10.7
TB is in the lower, warmer troposphere. This results in cloud tops that are closer to this
layer, and thus brightness temperature (TB) differences that are less than when compared
to the 6.5-10.7

TB spectral difference and the mid-upper troposphere.
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Figure 5.5. Behavior of the 6.5-10.7
TB temporal trend IR interest field during the
hour prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1 km-2.
Time 00 min. represents the LI time.
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Figure 5.5. (continued).

These interest fields also become more positive with time as the cloud tops get closer to
the reference layer with time. The sharp decrease (more positive) in the 13.3-10.7

TB

spectral difference during the 45 to 30-minutes prior to LI in the 10-15 FOD distribution
(Figure 5.6c) is again deviant from the expected trend. If that time period is ignored, the
interest field would, as expected, continually get closer to 0

with time leading up to LI.

In the final 15-minutes prior to LI for the 10-15 FOD range, the distribution sharply
becomes more positive, suggesting a sudden vertical growth towards the lower
troposphere, just before LI. The LI nowcast threshold of greater than or equal to -13
met for all FOD ranges somewhere between the 45 to 30-minute bin and the 30 to 15minute bin.
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is

Figure 5.6. Behavior of the 13.3-10.7
TB spectral difference IR interest field during
the hour prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1 km2
. Time 00 min. represents the LI time.
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Figure 5.6. (continued).

The final IR interest field is the 13.3-10.7

TB temporal difference field (Figure

5.7). This field generally decreases with time prior to LI for all FOD ranges. Like other
temporal trends of the higher flash rate distributions, this interest field also seems to level
off around 30-minutes prior to LI, and even decreases in the final 15-minutes as the
vertical motion at cloud top subsides (Figure 5.7b,c) as the clouds reach their maximum
height and an anvil forms. The critical value of greater than 4

15-min-1 is met more

easily for the two higher flash rate distributions within 45-30-minutes prior to LI. This
threshold is not as readily met for the 0-5 FOD distribution (Figure 5.7a), based on the
median values, but does reach the critical value for some of the cases, more likely in the
30-minutes before LI.
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Figure 5.7. Behavior of the 13.3-10.7
TB temporal trend IR interest field during the
hour prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1 km-2.
Time 00 min. represents the LI time.
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Figure 5.7. (continued).

All six of the interest fields do appear to follow trends that are expected for
growing cumulus prior to LI. When comparing these trends to the Harris et al. (2010)
results, there appear to be strong correlations between the two, especially if solely
looking at the 0-5 FOD distribution. This may be because this FOD range had the most
data points, thus displaying more representative trends. It is also a possibility that out of
all of the cases that Harris et al. (2010) used in their study, the majority also had low flash
rates, whose stronger distribution covered up any deviant trends of the higher flash rate
cases.
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5.1.2 Interest Field Behavior with respect to FOD Ranges
Now that it has been confirmed that the basic trends of the IR interest fields match
what would be expected for growing cumulus leading to LI, this section will discuss
differences in these trends with respect to various magnitudes of peak FOD. If these
differences exist, a nowcast of lightning density using satellite measurements may be
possible. This section uses simple scatter plots with linear, best fit trend lines in order to
analyze uniqueness in IR interest fields as a function of FOD class. As determined from
Chapter 5.1.1 above, all of the LI nowcast thresholds defined by Harris et al. (2010) are
met at least 30-minutes prior to LI for all of the FOD ranges, hence only the plots for the
30 to 15-minutes to LI, and the 15 to 0-minutes to LI time ranges are discussed in this
section. However, the numerical information (linear fit variables and correlation
coefficient) that the excluded plots provide is included in the summary tables. The slope
of the distribution provided by the linear fit is compared between the different ranges of
FOD, while keeping the correlation coefficient in mind. The idea with this slope method
is that the IR interest field trends of observed growing cumuli could be compared to a
threshold trend line for the various ranges of FOD to determine which growth behavior
the observed cumuli best fits, and thus which range of FOD may be expected. *It should
be noted that the slopes are calculated using an x-axis that starts at 60-minutes on
the left side, and decreases towards 0-minutes to the right. Thus, a positive slope
will represent values decreasing with decreasing time to LI, and a negative slope will
indicate values increasing with decreasing time to LI.
The results for the 10.7

TB cloud top temperature IR interest field are shown

in Table 5.3 below. Here, one would expect the slope of the line to become more positive
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Table 5.3. This table shows the linear trend data for the 10.7
TB cloud top
temperature IR interest field including the number of data points in each time/FOD bin,
the Pearson Correlation Coefficient for each distribution, as well as the slope and yintercept of the linear fit. The 60 to 45-minute and the 45 to 30-minute scatter plots are
not shown in the discussion, but the data from those plots are included here.
10.7 Tb
FOD Range
Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

0-5
60-45 min
17
0.258
0.41
255.10

5-10
60-45 min
6
-0.643
-0.81
321.52

10-15
60-45 min
5
-0.437
-1.31
348.97

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

45-30 min
25
0.364
0.58
253.58

45-30 min
11
0.284
0.55
254.70

45-30 min
6
0.199
0.38
251.46

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

30-15 min
29
0.097
0.14
268.54

30-15 min
12
0.088
0.18
269.03

30-15 min
11
0.108
0.21
270.95

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

15-0 min
34
0.415
0.64
261.31

15-0 min
12
0.550
0.74
262.36

15-0 min
10
0.278
0.35
266.87
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Figure 5.8. Scatter plot of the 10.7
TB cloud top temperature IR interest field 15minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1 km2
. Time 0 min. represents the LI time. The corresponding linear trend line is overlaid,
and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the trend line
are included.
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Figure 5.8. (continued).
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Figure 5.9. Scatter plot of the 10.7
TB cloud top temperature IR interest field 30 to
15-minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1
km-2. The corresponding linear trendline is overlaid, and the Pearson Correlation
Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the trendline are included.
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Figure 5.9. (continued).
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for higher values of FOD (it is acknowledged that the slope of the 10.7

TB cloud top

temperature, as well as the other spectral interest fields, is essentially the cooling rate, but
these methods are applied to all of the interest fields for completeness). While this is not
the case for the times greater than 30-minutes before LI, nor in the 15-minutes prior to LI
(Figure 5.8), this is observed in the 30 to 15-minutes prior to LI (Table 5.3 and Figure
5.9). The difference between these slopes is small, however, and as can be observed in
Figure 5.9, and in Table 5.3, the correlation values are small due to the high amount of
spread in the data. Thus it cannot be stated with certainty that the slope method would be
of use for this interest field. The number of data points for each time/FOD bin can be
seen in Table 5.3.
It is important to note the small number of data points for the higher FOD
categories, especially the 10-15 FOD range, when compared to the 0-5 FOD bin. When
only comparing the 0-5 FOD and the 5-10 FOD (the two bins with the most data points),
the correlations in the final 15-minutes to LI are better, and the slope for the higher FOD
is larger, but still not enough to make a concrete conclusion.
Looking at the trends of the 10.7

TB 15-minute trend cloud top cooling rate IR

interest field (Table 5.4, Figure 5.10, and Figure 5.11), it can be seen that very gradual
slopes are observed for the majority of the distributions. This could be an artifact of the
high spread in the data, and the computer-generated trend line doing the best it can with
the data. While the 0-5 FOD distribution has a decent number of data points, the spread
in these data hinder obtaining quality trend/slope results. From Table 5.4, and Figures
5.10a and 5.11a, the high amount of spread can be seen, with correlation values at 0.232
for the 15 to 0-minute distribution, and -0.049 for the 30 to 15-minute distribution.
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Table 5.4. This table shows the linear trend data for the 10.7
TB 15-minute trend
cloud top cooling rate IR interest field including the number of data points in each
time/FOD bin, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient for each distribution, as well as the
slope and y-intercept of the linear fit. The 60 to 45-minute and the 45 to 30-minute
scatter plots are not shown in the discussion, but the data from those plots are included
here.
10.7 Tb
Cooling Rate
FOD Range
Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

0-5
60-45 min
17
0.037
0.03
-4.98

5-10
60-45 min
6
-0.085
-0.07
-1.34

10-15
60-45 min
5
-0.349
-0.63
26.62

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

45-30 min
25
0.255
0.29
-16.75

45-30 min
11
0.126
0.14
-11.57

45-30 min
6
-0.340
-0.56
14.52

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

30-15 min
29
-0.049
-0.07
-5.17

30-15 min
12
0.709
0.91
-29.12

30-15 min
11
0.697
0.58
-20.89

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

15-0 min
34
0.232
0.37
-13.03

15-0 min
12
0.290
0.46
-11.49

15-0 min
10
-0.352
-0.44
-1.44
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Figure 5.10. Scatter plot of the 10.7
TB 15-minute trend cloud top cooling rate IR
interest field 15-minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c)
flashes 5-min-1 km-2. Time 0 min. represents the LI time. The corresponding linear trend
line is overlaid, and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of
the trend line are included.
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Figure 5.10. (continued).
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Figure 5.11. Scatter plot of the 10.7
TB 15-minute trend cloud top cooling rate IR
interest field 30 to 15-minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15
(c) flashes 5-min-1 km-2. The corresponding linear trendline is overlaid, and the Pearson
Correlation Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the trend line are included.
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Figure 5.11. (continued).
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Values indicating a strong correlation are expected to be between 0.5 to 1.0, and -0.5 to
-1.0. The two higher flash rate distributions in the 30 to 15-minute time frame (Figure
5.11b, c) show decent correlations (around 0.7) and greater slopes than the low flash rate
distribution. Again, however, because the low flash rate data are noisy, it is difficult to
make a solid comparison. Another feature to note in Figure 5.10c, during the final 15minutes to LI, the cooling rate decreases with decreasing time to LI. As was seen in the
previous section, this is likely due to the cloud tops nearing the equilibrium level, with
the ascent of the cloud tops, and thus the cooling rate, decreasing.
Trends of the 6.5-10.7

TB spectral difference IR interest field are listed in

Table 5.5. This interest field measures cloud top heights, relative to the mid-upper
troposphere, and the difference between these two spectral channels should become
smaller (less negative) as the cloud grows upward into the atmosphere with decreasing
time to LI. While this trend is not evident for the very immature cumuli at the 60 to 30minute time frames, it becomes evident from 30 to 15-minutes to LI (Figure 5.13) and at
the 15 to 0-minute time frame (Figure 5.12). The 15 to 0-minute time frame provides one
of the best results yet, with correlation values near -0.5 for all three FOD ranges. The
slope of this IR interest field with decreasing time to LI is steeper for the higher flash
rates, especially when comparing the 0-5 FOD range (slope of -0.55 K/min), and the 5-10
FOD range (slope of -0.85 K/min). The 10-15 FOD slope (-0.66 K/min) is still slightly
steeper than the 0-5 FOD trend, but may be less than the slope of the 5-10 FOD
distribution because of the cloud tops reaching their highest points for the higher FOD
producing cases. While this interest field has shown the most promise thus far when
analyzing the use of a slope method for discerning peak FOD magnitudes with future
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Table 5.5. This table shows the linear trend data for the 6.5-10.7
TB spectral
difference IR interest field including the number of data points in each time/FOD bin, the
Pearson Correlation Coefficient for each distribution, as well as the slope and y-intercept
of the linear fit. The 60 to 45-minute and the 45 to 30-minute scatter plots are not shown
in the discussion, but the data from those plots are included here.
6.5-10.7
Spectral Diff
FOD Range
Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

0-5
60-45 min
17
-0.145
-0.25
-17.75

5-10
60-45 min
6
0.451
0.45
-57.20

10-15
60-45 min
5
0.417
1.21
-96.81

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

45-30 min
25
-0.268
-0.38
-17.18

45-30 min
11
-0.122
-0.18
-26.08

45-30 min
6
-0.073
-0.15
-18.37

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

30-15 min
29
-0.100
-0.13
-23.58

30-15 min
12
-0.294
-0.48
-18.42

30-15 min
11
-0.313
-0.49
-19.15

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

15-0 min
34
-0.424
-0.55
-18.45

15-0 min
12
-0.521
-0.84
-19.29

15-0 min
10
-0.518
-0.66
-20.16
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Figure 5.12. Scatter plot of the 6.5-10.7
TB spectral difference IR interest field 15minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1 km2
. Time 0 min. represents the LI time. The corresponding linear trend line is overlaid,
and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the trend line
are included.
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Figure 5.12. (continued).
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Figure 5.13. Scatter plot of the 6.5-10.7
TB spectral difference IR interest field 30 to
15-minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1
km-2. The corresponding linear trendline is overlaid, and the Pearson Correlation
Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the trend line are included.
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Figure 5.13. (continued).
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convection, more work would be needed to look into whether or not the difference
between a slope of -0.55 K/min and a slope of -0.85 K/min is significant enough to be
applicable in a nowcasting sense. Furthermore, these slope examples were taken from
the 15 to 0-minute time frame, thus theoretically, given a 15-minute interval between
satellite scans, before the slope comparison could be made using the data point at 15minutes prior to LI and at the time of LI (0-minutes to LI), lightning would be occurring
at already, thus the nowcast would be too late.
The IR interest field consisting of the temporal trend of the 6.5-10.7

TB

spectral difference, and its behavior with respect to time prior to LI is presented in Table
5.6. Here, we would expect the slope to be negative as the rate of vertical growth of the
cloud top would typically increase with decreasing time to LI. Overall, the slope of most
of these distributions is very insignificant, especially for the times farther from LI (60 to
30-minutes). Moreover, the distribution correlation coefficients are also small and
indicate a large spread in the data. Figure 5.14c shows how the 6.5-10.7

15-minute

trend of highest FOD distribution decreases with decreasing time to LI (positive slope) as
the cloud top nears its maximum height. Comparing the 0-5 FOD and 5-10 FOD ranges
(Figure 5.14a, b) the slope associated with the higher FOD values is more negative
(slightly) than the lower FOD range. However, the interest field trend of the 5-10 FOD
distribution may also be decreasing as those clouds reach their maximum heights as well,
thus the difference in slope between the two FOD ranges appears to be minimal. Looking
at the 30 to 15-minute time frame (Figure 5.15), there is a fairly substantial difference
between the slopes of the low FOD range and the higher FOD ranges, especially the 5-10
FOD range. Granted, this may be the result of very noisy data in the 0-5 FOD
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Table 5.6. This table shows the linear trend data for the 6.5-10.7
TB 15-minute trend
IR interest field including the number of data points in each time/FOD bin, the Pearson
Correlation Coefficient for each distribution, as well as the slope and y-intercept of the
linear fit. The 60 to 45-minute and the 45 to 30-minute scatter plots are not shown in the
discussion, but the data from those plots are included here.
6.5-10.7
Temporal
Diff
FOD Range
Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

0-5
60-45 min
17
-0.063
-0.05
5.79

5-10
60-45 min
6
-0.045
-0.04
6.70

10-15
60-45 min
5
0.326
0.53
-21.65

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

45-30 min
25
-0.287
-0.30
16.83

45-30 min
11
-0.220
-0.35
20.17

45-30 min
6
0.448
0.64
-18.43

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

30-15 min
29
0.005
0.01
6.26

30-15 min
12
-0.778
-0.78
25.00

30-15 min
11
-0.712
-0.52
18.81

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

15-0 min
34
-0.261
-0.40
11.99

15-0 min
12
-0.394
-0.49
10.33

15-0 min
10
0.312
0.34
1.47
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Figure 5.14. Scatter plot of the 6.5-10.7
TB 15-minute trend IR interest field 15minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1 km2
. Time 0 min. represents the LI time. The corresponding linear trendline is overlaid, and
the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the trendline are
included.
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Figure 5.14. (continued).
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Figure 5.15. Scatter plot of the 6.5-10.7
TB 15-minute trend IR interest field 30 to
15-minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1
km-2. The corresponding linear trendline is overlaid, and the Pearson Correlation
Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the trend line are included.
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Figure 5.15. (continued).
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distribution based off of the extremely low correlation. Both of the higher FOD
distributions have strong correlation coefficients during this time frame. It is likely that
the number of data points available for each distribution is having an effect on these
findings, but it also cannot be ruled out that the theory of a stronger slope for higher flash
rate cases is plausible for this interest field and time frame prior to LI. Also, the
decreasing trends of these temporal interest fields as they near the equilibrium level and
their maximum cloud top height may also be an indicator for higher amounts of lightning
density as this behavior does not seem to be as prevalent in the lower flash rate producing
storms.
The results of the 13.3-10.7
are similar to those of the 6.5-10.7

TB spectral difference IR interest field (Table 5.7)
TB spectral difference IR interest field. A more

negative slope is expected for the higher FOD cases as the spectral difference would
decrease at a faster rate for stronger storms. Lower correlation coefficients of the
distributions are observed for the 60 to 30-minute cases, along with very small slopes.
Higher correlations exist for the 15 to 0-minute to LI distributions for the two higher
FOD ranges. The slopes of these two distributions are somewhat significantly steeper
than the 0-5 FOD distribution (Figure 5.16). The same can be said for the 30 to 15minute time frame (Figure 5.17) as the slopes trend exactly as would be expected from 0.13 K/min for the 0-5 FOD distribution, and then to -0.36 K/min for the 10-15
distribution. The correlation coefficients during this time frame are smaller than during
the 15 to 0-minute time frame, but the trends match what would be expected. As stated
before, although these slopes are different, more testing would have to be done to
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Table 5.7. This table shows the linear trend data for the 13.3-10.7
TB spectral
difference IR interest field including the number of data points in each time/FOD bin, the
Pearson Correlation Coefficient for each distribution, as well as the slope and y-intercept
of the linear fit. The 60 to 45-minute and the 45 to 30-minute scatter plots are not shown
in the discussion, but the data from those plots are included here.
13.3-10.7
Spectral Diff
FOD Range
Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

0-5
60-45 min
17
-0.364
-0.35
4.76

5-10
60-45 min
6
0.442
0.33
-32.32

10-15
60-45 min
5
0.347
0.54
-45.58

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

45-30 min
25
-0.377
-0.28
-3.67

45-30 min
11
-0.030
-0.03
-12.82

45-30 min
6
0.024
0.02
-12.12

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

30-15 min
29
-0.123
-0.13
-8.04

30-15 min
12
-0.208
-0.30
-4.39

30-15 min
11
-0.307
-0.36
-4.25

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

15-0 min
34
-0.145
-0.14
-7.73

15-0 min
12
-0.519
-0.54
-6.29

15-0 min
10
-0.425
-0.40
-5.91
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Figure 5.16. Scatter plot of the 13.3-10.7
TB spectral difference IR interest field 15minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1 km2
. Time 0 min. represents the LI time. The corresponding linear trend line is overlaid,
and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the trend line
are included.
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Figure 5.16. (continued).
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Figure 5.17. Scatter plot of the 13.3-10.7
TB spectral difference IR interest field 30
to 15-minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min1
km-2. The corresponding linear trendline is overlaid, and the Pearson Correlation
Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the trend line are included.
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Figure 5.17. (continued).
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determine if they are different enough to be able to be utilized in a nowcasting
environment.
The last IR interest field to be analyzed with regards to the slope method is the
13.3-10.7

TB temporal difference interest field. Once again, more negative slopes are

expected for the higher flash rate cases. From Table 5.8, it can be seen the rate of cloud
top growth toward the low-middle troposphere is fairly constant for the 0-5 FOD range
for all of the time frames leading up to LI. Although there is a lot of spread based off of
the correlation coefficients as well as visually looking at the data in Figures 5.18a and
5.19a, this is not entirely unexpected since a weaker storm’s vertical propagation should,
in general, be less intense and less varying than that of a stronger storm. The slope of this
interest field for the higher flash rate cases is also near zero at the 60 to 45-minute range,
and is actually positive during the 45 to 30-minutes prior to LI. During the 30 to 15minute time frame, the higher FOD distributions (Figure 5.19b, c) do have the negative
slope expected, suggesting an increase in the rate of growth with respect to the reference
level sensed by the 13.3

channel. During the last 15-minutes before LI, the 10-15

FOD distribution is characterized by a positive slope in the trend of this interest field
(Figure 5.18c), likely due to the cloud top ascent rate decreasing. The slope of the 5-10
FOD range is still negative (Figure 5.18b), and more so than observed for the 0-5 FOD
distribution (Figure 5.18a). While the correlation coefficients are not exactly high, for
the most part, there may be a nowcasting utility in this field using the slope method.
During the final 30-minutes to LI, the higher flash rates displayed some increase in the
13.3-10.7

TB temporal difference while there was really no change with time in the 0-

5 FOD distribution. This suggests that when a lightning event is detected using the LI
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Table 5.8. This table shows the linear trend data for the 13.3-10.7
TB 15-minute time
trend IR interest field including the number of data points in each time/FOD bin, the
Pearson Correlation Coefficient for each distribution, as well as the slope and y-intercept
of the linear fit. The 60 to 45-minute and the 45 to 30-minute scatter plots are not shown
in the discussion, but the data from those plots are included here.
13.3-10.7
Temporal
Diff
FOD Range
Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

0-5
60-45 min
17
-0.008
0
2.61

5-10
60-45 min
6
0.026
0.02
2.38

10-15
60-45 min
5
0.049
0.06
-1.34

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

45-30 min
25
-0.348
-0.23
12.32

45-30 min
11
0.128
0.10
0.08

45-30 min
6
0.635
0.65
-23.02

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

30-15 min
29
0.065
0.07
3.16

30-15 min
12
-0.656
-0.60
19.28

30-15 min
11
-0.661
-0.39
14.43

Time Range
# of points
Correlation
Slope
Intercept

15-0 min
34
-0.030
-0.04
6.35

15-0 min
12
-0.251
-0.24
4.67

15-0 min
10
0.351
0.26
0.39
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Figure 5.18. Scatter plot of the 13.3-10.7
TB 15-minute time trend IR interest field
15-minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5-min-1
km-2. Time 0 min. represents the LI time. The corresponding linear trend line is
overlaid, and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the
trend line are included.
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Figure 5.18. (continued).
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Figure 5.19. Scatter plot of the 13.3-10.7
TB 15-minute time trend IR interest field
30 to 15-minutes prior to LI for FOD values of 0-5 (a), 5-10 (b), and 10-15 (c) flashes 5min-1 km-2. The corresponding linear trendline is overlaid, and the Pearson Correlation
Coefficient, as well as the linear equation of the trend line are included.
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Figure 5.19. (continued).
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thresholds, if the trend of the 13.3-10.7

TB temporal difference has a negative slope,

the future lightning may consist of FOD values greater than 5 flashes 5 min-1 km-2.
The use of linear trends of satellite IR interest fields in a nowcasting of lightning
density application is a plausible, yet problematic method. Only a few interest fields
showed promise in this method being applicable for determining the peak lightning
density of future convection. Even then, the differences between the slopes during a
certain time frame and for a certain FOD threshold may not be contrasting enough to
provide a confident nowcast of lightning density. Moreover, due to how noisy a lot of the
data are, and with the typically low correlation coefficients, it is hard to tell if using these
scatter plots provides representative results. Satellite data are inherently noisy, so this
spread in the data is not unexpected, but it does make looking for specific trends difficult.
This analysis did note several trends and features that could have potential. While
there did not appear to be any utility in this method using the 10.7

TB cloud top

temperature, the other interest fields displayed at least some indication of usefulness.
There appeared to be steeper slopes in the data for higher FOD cases for the rest of the
interest fields. One caveat was with the 6.5-10.7

TB spectral difference interest field

where this steeper slope was observed during the 15 to 0-minute time frame. Thus the
nowcast using the slope method would come at the time of LI (to compare times T=LI
and T=LI-15 min), which would not be desirable. The greater slopes were observed in
the 30 to 15-minute time frame for the 6.5-10.7
TB spectral difference, and 13.3-10.7

TB temporal difference, 13.3-10.7

TB temporal difference interest fields. Again, it

would have to be determined if the observed slope differences would be significant
enough for nowcasting applications.
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For the 13.3-10.7

TB temporal difference IR interest field, in the 0-5 FOD

distribution, there was really no change in time of the interest field as time to LI
decreased (slope ~ 0 K/min). For the 5-10 FOD and the 10-15 FOD distributions, the
slopes were both negative during the 30 to 15-minutes prior to LI. This may suggest that
when a LI nowcast is made, if the trend of the 13.3-10.7

TB temporal difference

interest field is negative, the future convective storm may produce a peak FOD of greater
than 5 flashes 5-min-1 km-2. Furthermore, a common feature, especially with the 10-15
FOD range, but also the 5-10 FOD range, was the trends flattening out in the last 15
minutes prior to LI. This is likely due to the cloud top reaching the equilibrium level thus
slowing its upward progression. This sort of feature was not observed in the 0-5 FOD
range for any of the interest fields, implying that this behavior may be unique to higher
flash rate storms.
5.1.3 Comparing Interest Field Distributions with respect to FOD Ranges
This final set of plots to determine the utility of satellite IR interest fields in
nowcasting peak lightning density uses the same methodology from Harris et al. (2010)
in comparing distribution uniqueness through boxplots. However, instead of comparing
distributions categorized by time to LI, as was done in Harris et al. (2010) and in Chapter
5.1.1 above, this section will detail results comparing distributions of interest fields
categorized by the peak lightning density produced by the storm which these interest
fields lead up to. While the boxplots presented in this study do not include the “notched”
interquartile range boxes (as in the Harris et al. (2010) study), a similar analysis of the
overlap, or lack of overlap, will be implemented. The boxplots presented below are
aimed to uncover differences between distributions of interest fields, categorized by FOD
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thresholds. If these differences exist, interest field thresholds, such as those used to
nowcast CI and LI, may be able to be developed for peak lightning density nowcasting.
Starting with the 10.7

TB cloud top temperature plots (Figure 5.20) colder

cloud tops would be expected for higher FOD cases. However, the overall distributions
show warmer cloud top temperatures for the higher FOD storms. The 0-5 FOD
distribution appears to be fairly normal within 15 minutes of LI (Figure 5.20a) as the
median is located near the center of the interquartile range at about 267 K. The
distributions of the higher FODs are skewed (to the left for the 5-10 FOD, to the right for
the 10-15 FOD) and have medians around 269 K. At the 30 to 15 minutes prior to LI
range (Figure 5.20b) there is a lot of spread apparent in the 10-15 FOD distribution.
While the overall distribution of the 5-10 FOD range is a bit warmer than the 0-5 FOD
distribution, the medians appear fairly equal at 273 K. There seems to be a fair amount
of overlap in the middle of the distributions, and what separation exists is not physically
what would be expected as the lower FOD storms appear to have cooler cloud tops
(inferring taller cloud tops) than the higher FOD storms.
Looking at the 10.7

TB 15-minute trend cloud top cooling interest field

(Figure 5.21), it would be expected to see stronger (more negative) cooling rates for the
higher FOD storms. During the final 15-minutes to LI, seen in Figure 5.21a, it can be
observed that the general distribution of the two higher FOD ranges contain cooling rates
that are less than those of the 0-5 FOD range. This is not really a surprise as the cloud
tops for the higher FOD cases may be nearing the equilibrium level and the cooling rate
is decreasing as the vertical growth decreases. This behavior was noted numerous times
above in the other analyses. In the 30 to 15-minutes prior to LI (Figure 5.21b), this
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Figure 5.20. Boxplots comparing the distributions of the 10.7
TB cloud top
temperature IR interest field for the 15 to 0-minutes (a) and 30 to 15-minutes (b) to LI.
The y-axis displays the value of the interest field, while the x-axis labels which FOD
range each box belongs to.
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Figure 5.21. Boxplots comparing the distributions of the 10.7
TB 15-minute trend
cloud top cooling rate IR interest field for the 15 to 0-minutes (a) and 30 to 15-minutes
(b) to LI. The y-axis displays the value of the interest field, while the x-axis labels which
FOD range each box belongs to.
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artifact is still likely to be causing the lower cooling rates in the 10-15 FOD distribution.
However, the 5-10 FOD distribution appears to now have a slightly stronger cooling rate
than the 0-5 FOD. Granted, there is still a lot of overlap in the overall distributions, but
the median cooling rate of the 5-10 FOD distribution is near -7 K 15-min-1 compared to
the -6 K 15-min-1 median cooling rate of the 0-5 FOD distribution. These median values
are very near to each other, and using a nowcast threshold difference of 1 K 15-min-1 may
not be a great option. However, the interquartile range of the 5-10 FOD distribution
extends to more negative cooling rates than the 0-5 FOD distribution which could imply,
in general, stronger cooling rates for the higher FOD range at 30 to 15-minutes prior to
LI.
Comparisons of the FOD distributions for the 6.5-10.7

TB spectral difference

IR interest field are shown in Figure 5.22. Storms with higher flash rates would be
expected, in general, to be taller and nearer to the mid-upper troposphere, thus have a 6.510.7

TB spectral difference closer to 0 K than their lower flash rate producing

counterparts. As can be seen from Figure 5.22, the distributions of the higher FOD cases
contain more negative spectral difference values than the lower FOD cases. The lack of
overlap is actually fairly significant for the cases in the 30 to 15-minute time frame
(Figure 5.22b). While it is entirely possible that some the higher FOD storms examined
in this study ended up being wider rather than taller, such that the ice mass within the
cloud is spread out more horizontally rather than vertically (still with a sufficient
updraft), the values indicated by the distributions below represent 6.5-10.7

TB

spectral differences that are large enough (highly negative) that suggest that the clouds
are very low topped, especially in the 30 to 15-minute prior to LI time frame. During the
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Figure 5.22. Boxplots comparing the distributions of the 6.5-10.7
TB spectral
difference IR interest field for the 15 to 0-minutes (a) and 30 to 15-minutes (b) to LI.
The y-axis displays the value of the interest field, while the x-axis labels which FOD
range each box belongs to.
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final 15-minutes to LI, the spectral difference does decrease across all FOD ranges, but is
still somewhat high for the high FOD cases, but at least they are small enough now to
indicate more mature clouds. There appears to be a decent amount of skewness,
especially for the 5-10 FOD distributions, which could be associated with the lack of data
points. This small sample size in the higher FOD distributions could be resulting in nonrepresentative distributions. This is even more of a possibility considering how large the
spread of the interquartile range is, compared to how few data points there are.
Obviously the low sample size is an issue, and must be considered when analyzing these
results.
For the 6.5-10.7

TB temporal difference (Figure 5.23), the trends should be

somewhat similar to the 10.7 TB cloud top cooling rate. The spectral difference should
decrease and become more positive with time as the cloud tops climb towards the midupper troposphere. Thus, for this IR interest field, the temporal trend should be more
positive for higher FOD cases. It should be recalled, however, that since this is a form of
a cooling or ascent rate, the higher FOD cases will likely slow in ascent as the time to LI
decreases as the maximum cloud top height is neared. This is observed in Figure 5.23a as
there is a downward trend in the median values of the distributions from 0-5 FOD to 1015 FOD in the last 15-minutes to LI. The opposite is true in the 30-15-minute time frame
(Figure 5.23b) as the trend of the median values from the lowest FOD range to the
highest FOD range is upward. Granted, the medians of the distributions only increase by
about 1 K 15-min-1 for each higher FOD range. There is still a lot of spread in these
distributions as the interquartile ranges consist of a 7-10 K 15-min-1 spectrum. With the
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Figure 5.23. Boxplots comparing the distributions of the 6.5-10.7
TB temporal
difference IR interest field for the 15 to 0-minutes (a) and 30 to 15-minutes (b) to LI.
The y-axis displays the value of the interest field, while the x-axis labels which FOD
range each box belongs to.
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amount of overlap apparent from the distributions, there would likely not be a lightning
density nowcasting utility using this interest field.
As with the 6.5-10.7

TB spectral difference field, the 13.3-10.7

TB

spectral difference IR interest field does not behave as expected, likely due to the small
sample size at the higher FOD ranges (Figure 5.24). There is a lot of spread evident in
the size of the interquartile range boxes for both of the time ranges. Again, this spread
poses issues for the two higher FOD cases because this spread exists with such few data
points. For the 15 to 0-minute time frame, the 0-5 FOD distribution has a more positive
(less difference) median spectral difference than the higher FOD ranges, suggesting lower
cloud tops relative to the low-mid troposphere for the higher flash rate storms. There is
overlap in the interquartile ranges between the three FOD distributions, however the
amount of spread, and the limited amount of data in the higher distributions is likely to
blame. In the 30 to 15-minute time frame (Figure 5.24b), the 0-5 FOD distribution again
contains the smallest differences between the 13.3

TB and 10.7

TB. The median

of the 5-10 FOD distribution is only slightly more negative than the 0-5 FOD range, but
the 10-15 FOD median is significantly more negative. The spectral differences do
decrease during the 15 to 0 minute timeframe, indicating more mature clouds across all
FOD ranges. As was stated before, this could be an artifact of the limited higher FOD
data set, or an artifact of wider than taller clouds for the higher FOD cases.
The comparison drawn from the final 15-minute trend, the 13.3-10.7

TB

temporal difference IR interest field, is consistent with the other time trends. The two
higher FOD distributions slow in their ascent rate within 15 to 0-minutes to LI (Figure
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Figure 5.24. Boxplots comparing the distributions of the 13.3-10.7
TB spectral
difference IR interest field for the 15 to 0-minutes (a) and 30 to 15-minutes (b) to LI.
The y-axis displays the value of the interest field, while the x-axis labels which FOD
range each box belongs to.
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Figure 5.25. Boxplots comparing the distributions of the 13.3-10.7
TB temporal
difference IR interest field for the 15 to 0-minutes (a) and 30 to 15-minutes (b) to LI.
The y-axis displays the value of the interest field, while the x-axis labels which FOD
range each box belongs to.
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5.25a) while the trend increases for the 0-5 FOD cases. For the 30 to 15-minute time
frame, the median of the 5-10 FOD distribution is slightly higher than the 0-5 FOD range,
but the lower median of the 10-15 FOD distribution suggests that the slowing of ascent
has begun at this time frame. While this behavior does not really allow for a thresholdbased nowcast utility, it does provide a different piece of information to monitor as this
decrease in cooling and ascent rates appear to be confined to only the higher FOD
distributions (as was discussed in the previous section).
The boxplots presented in this section showcase the issue of having limited data
for higher FOD producing storms. While the data may be legitimate, they may not be
fully representative of the majority of satellite IR interest field data leading up to higher
FOD producing convection. Because of how the interest fields associated with the two
higher FOD distributions behaved not as expected when compared to the 0-5 FOD
distribution, it is believed that the lack of data did affect the overall trends observed in
this analysis.
Out of the six interest fields, the only one that showed any promise here was the
10.7

TB cloud top cooling rate IR interest field in the 30 to 15-minutes prior to LI.

While the 10-15 FOD cooling rates were already starting to subside, the 5-10 FOD
distribution was observed to have a slightly more substantial cooling rate than the 0-5
FOD distribution. Even though this could be used as a threshold, the difference in the
cooling rate was only about 1 K 15-min-1 and would be difficult to apply in a nowcasting
tool. Furthermore, even if a lack of median-based overlap was present between certain
distributions, there was typically a decent amount of overlap observed between most of
the interquartile range surrounding the median, suggesting that the two distributions were
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likely not very unique. Moreover, if only one out of six interest fields is used, based off
of previous work, this would likely result in poor probability of detection, and high false
alarm rate scores because of how noisy the satellite data can be. That is why a certain
number of interest field thresholds must be met in order for a nowcast to be made.
To summarize the satellite-LMA comparisons, it was common to see the observed
trends deviate from what would be expected. Most of the time, the cloud tops associated
with the higher FOD producing storms were observed to be warmer, and shallower than
those of the lower FOD storms. An explanation towards the cause of these observations
would be that for the higher FOD storms, there is more of a sudden and rapid growth of
the cloud, just prior to LI. Due to the poor time resolution of the satellite data, this rapid
growth may not be observed for each case, especially if it occurs very near to the time of
LI. With this theory, in low FOD cases, the clouds would continuously show gradual
growth with low to moderate updraft magnitudes and cooling cloud tops. For the higher
FOD cases, the clouds would show little vertical growth and moderately cool cloud tops
(immature cumulus), but within 15-minutes or so of LI, there would be a sudden and
rapid increase in the cooling rate and vertical growth. Figures 5.22 and 5.24 imply
immature cumulus for the high FOD cases at the 30 to 15-minute time frame before LI,
but within the final 15-minutes, mature clouds exist, suggesting the rapid growth in the
final minutes before LI. This cloud growth was not as evident in the cooling rate (Figure
5.21), but overall cooling of the cloud tops was observed (Figure 5.20). This again could
be due to the resolution of the satellite washing out the main updraft core.
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Figure 5.26 depicts the cloud structure relative to this theory, as well as with
respect to the 6.5

and the 13.3

spectral channels based on observations from the

plots above. Between 30 and 15-minutes prior to LI, the cloud tops for a low FOD case
(Figure 5.26a) are of low to moderate heights in the atmosphere, likely towering
cumulus, while the cloud tops for the high FOD case (Figure 5.26b) are still low and
characterized by immature cumulus. However, in the final 15-minutes to LI, the low
FOD cloud (Figure 5.26c) continues to grow, while the high FOD cloud (Figure 5.26d)
experiences rapid development just prior to LI. It is worth noting how the cloud tops
grow towards the levels identified by the 6.5

and 13.3

weighting functions and

how the spectral differences between these channels and the 10.7

spectral channel

would become less negative as the cloud tops grow.
This does slightly contradict some of the other results from this section, as it was
noted that cloud growth rates appeared to subside in the final 15-minutes to LI for the
higher flash rate cases. It would be expected see some sort of inferred growth in the
cooling rate and 15-minute spectral trends. However, as noted before, the sudden growth
of the cloud may have occurred over a small area which was washed out by the low
resolution of the IR channels, and/or the cloud top temperature didn’t change that much
even as the cloud top grew closer to the 6.5

and 13.3

weighting functions.

There is some uncertainty within these results, mainly due to the fact that data
were limited, especially for the high FOD cases. Furthermore, there is a lot of noise in
the satellite data, thus making looking for distinct trends separating varying amounts of
FOD difficult. The trends observed from these results may also be difficult to implement
into a nowcasting framework, mainly due to the current temporal resolution of the
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Figure 5.26. A general illustration depicting the cloud heights (and the 10.7
spectral
channel) relative to the 6.5
and 13.3
spectral channels for a low FOD case (a, c)
and high FOD case (b, d) and for 30 to 15-minutes to LI (a, b) and 15 to 0-minutes to LI
(c, d).
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satellite data. Because these data are only updated, on average, every 15-minutes, a lot
can happen within the cloud in that time. Cloud behaviors, such as rapid vertical growth,
can be missed in that timeframe providing for missed nowcasts, or shorter lead times.
Considering the slope method results above, in the current temporal resolution, there will
likely be only one satellite observation for each 15-minute bin prior to LI. Thus the
current slopes will be based off of only two points, which may not be representative of
the actual cloud behavior. This could also potentially falsify any nowcasts made.
Additionally, the rapid growth observed in some of the higher flash rate cases will be
better monitored with satellite data of a higher time resolution. Overall, these data, with
the higher temporal resolution that the GOES-R satellite will provide, should allow for
better analysis of these comparisons, as the finer-scale behavior of the clouds will be able
to be monitored.
While the satellite data can be used to monitor what actually observed clouds are
doing, and certain properties of the clouds related to lightning can be inferred from these
data, the satellite is only able to sense a few hundred meters into the cloud at best. This
could result in some issues when using strictly satellite data to assess the lightning
potential. It would be beneficial to have some sort of idea of the microphysical structure
within the clouds, especially when it is these microphysical interactions that ultimately
lead to charging, and thus lightning, based on the NIC mechanism of lightning
production. This is where the WRF LFA output comes in. These model simulations can
provide a picture of the microphysical processes that may be occurring within the clouds
that develop. The satellite can detect where storms are actually forming, and give a
general sense of the clouds’ characteristics, but the WRF can be used to fill in the gap
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beneath the cloud top, and provide an indication of the lightning potential given
simulated microphysical properties related to lightning.
5.2 Exploratory WRF Analysis
This section will highlight the exploratory results of integrating lightning threat
output from the WRF into a future satellite based lightning density nowcast tool.
Methods used included applying weighting functions to the WRF output, and calculating
statistics from the output to compare to the observed lightning density. Other work was
done to compare the properties of the WRF simulated convection (using the LFA as a
proxy) and the satellite observed convection (using the satellite interest fields) to see if
the observed clouds exhibit similar characteristics to the WRF simulated convection.
5.2.1 WRF FOD Statistics vs. Observed FOD
For the statistics calculated from the WRF output domain used in this study, the
lightning Threat 3 product was used in order to be able to incorporate the proficiencies of
both Threat 1 and Threat 2. For each of the seven hours of WRF lightning Threat 3
collected for each case, the peak FOD, mean FOD, mode, and median of the data within
the domain with respect to the LI location were calculated. From these seven
calculations for each statistic, the maximum and minimum of the peak FOD, mean FOD,
and median of the dataset were placed into a data file to be compared with the observed
FOD for each case. The mode did not add any useful information beyond the other
statistics and is not included in this discussion. The scatter plots discussed below include
an identity (x=y) line plotted on the graph to indicate where the WRF forecasted FOD
would match the LMA derived FOD. If the data are above this line, the WRF under-
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Figure 5.27. A six-panel of plots comparing statistics calculated from the WRF lightning
threat output to the observed FOD calculated from the NALMA for the 49 cases used in
this study. The included statistics are the Max Peak FOD (a), Min Peak FOD (b), Max
Mean FOD (c), Min Mean FOD (d), Max Median FOD (e), and Min Median FOD (f).
The maximum and minimum values are taken over the 7 hourly WRF forecasts used for
each case. The blue line represents a perfect forecast (where the WRF FOD equals the
LMA FOD).
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predicted the threat. If the data are below this line, then the WRF over-predicted the
threat. Using these results, statistics of WRF LFA output from a defined domain that
could add information to a future nowcast tool can be identified.
Figure 5.27 displays the scatterplots including the data from all 49 cases. The
distribution of the maximum peak FOD forecasted in the domain over the 7-hour period
(Figure 5.27a) is almost split by the identity line. More of the distribution is below the
line suggesting that the WRF maximum peak FOD slightly overestimates the actual
observed lightning in general. This is to be expected since the LFA is calibrated to match
flash rates of the strongest storms, thus the majority of the cases should be below the
peak FOD. In contrast, the minimum peak FOD (Figure 5.27b) from the WRF tends to
underestimate the majority of cases, however there are cases that are overestimated, as
well as a decent number of cases near to the identity line. The maximum mean (Figure
5.27c) appears to nearly split the distribution and the minimum mean (Figure 5.27d) of
the WRF output underestimates the majority of cases. The under-estimation in the
minimum mean is likely due to the peak FOD cores being overshadowed by the higher
number of smaller FOD values contoured around the cores, which lower the mean. There
are very few cases below the identity line for the minimum mean distribution. The
maximum and minimum median (Figure 5.27e, f respectively) distributions are similar to
the mean distributions. While there are still some under-predicted cases using the
minimum median FOD, more of them are clustered near the identity line than in the
minimum mean cases.
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Figure 5.28. A six-panel of plots comparing statistics calculated from the WRF lightning
threat output to the observed FOD calculated from the NALMA for the 11 cases with the
highest FOD observed on each of the 11 case days. The included statistics are the Max
Peak FOD (a), Min Peak FOD (b), Max Mean FOD (c), Min Mean FOD (d), Max
Median FOD (e), and Min Median FOD (f). The maximum and minimum values are
taken over the 7 hourly WRF forecasts used for each case. The blue line represents a
perfect forecast (where the WRF FOD equals the LMA FOD).
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As mentioned above, the WRF LFA is calibrated to match the peak FOD of the
strongest storms during the forecast hour, thus allowing for over-estimation of some of
the weaker convection occurring during that time. In Figure 5.28, the data shown are
from only the most intense lightning producing case collected for each day. From these
cases, reasonable comparisons between the predicted FOD values and the observed FOD
values can be made. The maximum peak FOD from the WRF (Figure 5.28a) appeared to
under-predict the majority of the most intense cases. This could be due to the WRF not
properly simulating the ice microphysics and vertical motions spot on for those particular
days. It could also be due to how the FOD was calculated from the LMA. Highly
isolated flash origins within a 5-minute time frame clustered in a single 1-km grid box
would lead to higher calculated FOD values, in comparison to flash origins that extend
beyond 1-km and are then counted in a separate grid box. How the flash origins were
distributed makes a difference in the final FOD calculated, especially for the higher FOD
cases. As can be seen from the rest of the statistics compared to the observed FOD, the
observed flash rate densities are either roughly equal to, or for the majority of cases, of
higher magnitude than the WRF FOD. This is not surprising, especially in the
comparisons of the minimum values in Figures 5.28b, d, and f. Even when compared to
the maximum mean FOD (Figure 5.28c) and the maximum median (Figure 5.28e), it is to
be expected that observed peak FODs are greater than those statistics from the WRF
since the mean and median are lowered due to more abundance of lower flash rate data
points surrounding the higher flash rate cores.
Comparisons between the observed FOD were also made with the WRF statistics
from cases that were not the peak lightning producing storms on each day. A majority of
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Figure 5.29. A six-panel of plots comparing statistics calculated from the WRF lightning
threat output to the observed FOD calculated from the NALMA for the 38 cases that did
not produce the highest FOD during each of the 11 case days. The included statistics are
the Max Peak FOD (a), Min Peak FOD (b), Max Mean FOD (c), Min Mean FOD (d),
Max Median FOD (e), and Min Median FOD (f). The maximum and minimum values
are taken over the 7 hourly WRF forecasts used for each case. The blue line represents a
perfect forecast (where the WRF FOD equals the LMA FOD).
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these cases’ FOD are over-estimated by the maximum peak FOD from the WRF (Figure
5.29a). This was discussed above when analyzing these plots for the entire dataset.
As these cases are the “weaker” storms of the day, the WRF peak FOD could possibly
over-predict them since it is calibrated to the strongest storms. The minimum peak FOD
distribution from the WRF, shown in Figure 5.29b, is nearly split in half by the identity
line, inferring that this statistic will sometimes over-predict and sometimes under-predict
that actual FOD. The distributions of the minimum mean FOD (Figure 5.29d) and
minimum median FOD (Figure 5.29f) are similar to those as discussed for the plots in
Figure 5.27 encompassing all of the data. The maximum mean (Figure 5.29c) and
median (Figure 5.29e) distributions appear to be split by the identity line since the higher
FOD cases have been removed. Both the minimum mean and median still under-predict
the lightning threat, with only a few cases that are over-predicted.
In terms of which statistics may add value to a lightning density nowcasting
product, it would be beneficial to give a forecaster a range of values that would likely
encompass the lightning threat. Based on the results above, a good minimum value to
provide would likely be the minimum median FOD. This resilient statistic would likely
be more representative than the minimum mean, which can be more affected by large
amounts of spread in an hourly forecast. The minimum median almost always underpredicted the threat, and also had a handful of cases centered along the identity line. For
the upper end of the spectrum, the maximum peak FOD would work well. This statistic
appeared to cap a majority of the cases that were not the strongest storms of the day.
While it did under-predict most of the strongest observed FOD values, it could still
provide a baseline for future convection that the satellite data detected to be more intense.
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To provide a value in the middle of the spectrum, the minimum peak FOD from the WRF
would suffice. This statistic under-predicted each of the highest flash-producing storms,
thus could provide a minimum FOD value for more intense predicted convection. The
minimum peak FOD also appeared to split the distribution of the cases that were not the
strongest on each particular day. This could aid in predicting the FOD of future
convection that was nowcasted to be either weak (nowcast would be between the
minimum median and the minimum peak FOD) or moderate (nowcast would be between
the maximum peak FOD and the minimum peak FOD). While these statistics may
sometimes provide a sizeable range of potential FOD values for a future storm, the
satellite data could be used to infer at what end of the FOD spectrum provided by the
WRF that the future convection may be on.
5.2.2 WRF FOD Weighting Functions
An initial attempt to utilize the WRF output across the defined domain centered
by the LI point was to create a weighting algorithm. This algorithm would take in each
individual pixel of WRF output, calculate its distance from the LI point, and then apply a
weighting scheme to that data point. In all, 12 different weighting functions, including
basic linear and exponential weighting, as well as more advanced weighting methods
implemented by Stanley L. Barnes and Steven E. Koch, were applied to the WRF data to
determine if this method was feasible. The results from this effort unfortunately did not
result in any usable conclusions. The basic weighting functions would result in values
ranging anywhere from less than 5 flashes 5-min-1 km-2 up to 300 flashes 5-min-1 km-2 or
more. The Barnes and Koch weighting functions were typically between 2 and 6 flashes
5-min-1 km-2 and showed no pattern in time and/or space when compared to the observed
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FOD values that would allow any utility to a nowcast tool. The main problem with this
method is believed to be related to the model’s inability to accurately predict the precise
location of the lightning consistently. Thus, when the distance weighting is performed,
the results are extremely diverse and do not appear to demonstrate a coherent pattern. It
is known and accepted that model simulations will not precisely predict various
phenomena exactly in space in time every time. Furthermore, how the model simulation
differs from reality can vary on a run by run, case by case, or day by day basis. This
makes developing a consistently applicable weighting algorithm very difficult. An
algorithm may work for one day, or for one event, but may be drastically in error for
another event, simply because the model forecast accuracy was different for that one
event. The use of a distance weighting technique is not ideal for a product that is
inconsistent in spatial accuracy. The statistics presented in Section 5.2.1 appear to be a
more favorable method of incorporating the WRF LFA output into a lightning
nowcasting scheme.
5.2.3 WRF Characteristics vs. Satellite Interest Fields
In order to see how the modeled clouds/convection correlate to the observed
cumulus, the WRF forecasted lightning was compared to the satellite IR interest field
measurements. The WRF lightning Threat 1 and 2 were used as proxies of the simulated
convection based on what each threat is comprised of. Threat 1 consists of graupel flux
at the -15

level, thus the 10.7

TB cloud top temperature interest field and cloud top

cooling rate would provide good comparisons between the simulated and observed cloud
temperature and updraft strength. Threat 2 consists of the vertically integrated ice
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simulated by the model, therefore the 10.7

TB cloud top temperature interest field

would be a good proxy for the ability of ice hydrometeors to exist in the cloud.
For the WRF lightning threats, the peak forecasted FOD over the 7 hours of
simulations collected for each case is used as the FOD value for that case. Based on the
distribution of peak FOD values from the WRF from the 49 cases used for this analysis,
FOD ranges of 0 to 10 flashes 5-min-1 km-2 and 10 to 20 flashes 5-min-1 km-2 will be
examined. While the plots below are categorized by time prior to LI, this analysis is not
concerned so much with the temporal characteristics of the interest fields, but more with
how the observed cloud properties relate, in general, to the FOD forecasted from the
WRF.
The first comparison is between the WRF lightning Threat 1 and the 10.7

TB

cloud top temperature and cooling rate (Figure 5.30). From the distributions of the cloud
top temperature in Figure 5.30a and 5.30b, the cloud top temperatures are generally
cooler for the higher FOD forecasted storms. In the 30 to 15-minutes to LI plot (5.30a),
the interquartile ranges do not overlap at all, indicating a significant difference in cloud
top temperature between the two FOD distributions. There is more spread in the
distribution of the 10-20 FOD range in Figure 5.30b, however the sample median is still
below that of the 0-10 FOD distribution. The cooling rates for the higher forecasted FOD
storms are also greater (more negative) than those for the lower forecasted FOD storms
(Figure 5.30c and 5.30d). There is more overlap of the interquartile ranges for this
interest field, however the median values indicate higher cooling rates for the higher FOD
cases. In the 15 to 0-minutes to LI plot (Figure 5.30d), the interquartile range of the 1020 FOD distribution has a fair amount of spread that overlaps a good amount of the 0-10
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Figure 5.30. Boxplots from distributions of satellite IR interest fields classified by FOD
from Threat 1 of the WRF LFA. Distributions are shown for the 10.7
TB cloud top
temperature interest field (a, b) and for the 10.7
TB cloud top cooling rate (c, d) for 30
to 15-minutes prior to LI (a, c) and 15 to 0-minutes prior to LI (b, d).
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FOD interquartile range, however the 10-20 FOD sample contains some significantly
higher cooling rates overall. The cloud properties obtained from the satellite interest
fields indicate that the storms with the cooler tops (better chance for ice hydrometeors)
and the storms with the higher cooling rates (stronger updrafts) are correlated with the
higher forecasted FOD cases from the WRF lightning Threat 1, as Equation 2.4 would
suggest. It should be noted, however, that the cloud top temperature reached the -15
(258 K; a requirement in the Threat 1 algorithm) in only a few cases, which could be a
reason why a lot of the cases observed by the LMA had lower FOD values than the WRF
predicted. The cloud tops may not have reached heights as cold as the model predicted.
The second comparison is between the WRF lightning Threat 2 and the 10.7
TB cloud top temperature (Figure 5.31). The cloud top temperatures for the higher
forecasted FOD storms are once again cooler than the lower forecasted FOD storms.
This is especially true looking at the 30 to 15-minute distributions (Figure 5.31b) where a
much larger separation of the interquartile range is apparent, as compared to the 15 to 0minute distribution in Figure 5.31a. The entire interquartile range of the 10-20 FOD
distribution is below freezing in Figure 5.31b and thus would be able to allow ice
microphysics to occur. Lightning Threat 2 is a function of the vertically integrated ice in
a column, thus taller and cooler cloud tops would indicate better conditions for these ice
processes to occur and, from Equation 2.5, yield higher FOD values.
These comparisons reveal that the WRF forecasted lightning threat does compare
well with the observed cloud characteristics using the satellite interest fields. Stronger or
taller observed storms correlate with the stronger forecasted storms from the WRF. The
discrepancy between the observed FOD values and the forecasted FOD values likely lies
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Figure 5.31. Boxplots from distributions of the 10.7
TB cloud top temperature
satellite IR interest field classified by FOD from Threat 2 of the WRF LFA.
Distributions are shown for 15 to 0-minutes prior to LI (a) and for 30 to 15-minutes prior
to LI (b).
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in the observed convection either not reaching the environmental characteristics
suggested by the model, or outperforming the simulations.
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CHAPTER VI

Case Studies-Potential Applications

This section will outline a proposed method and display configuration for a future
tool or algorithm to nowcast lightning density. While this is a very initial concept, it will
offer a glimpse into what a nowcast tool such as this may look like to a forecaster, and
what it may offer in an operational sense. Through the use of two case studies, the
behavior of the satellite IR interest fields will be examined leading up to LI with respect
to a nowcasting sense, while also implementing the WRF Lightning Threat output. The
environmental characteristics leading up to each case study will be briefly discussed, and
radar and visible satellite imagery will be included. The satellite cloud objects from the
GOES-R CI Algorithm will be shown as well, however these images will be from the
previous version of the algorithm and not the most current probabilistic tool. Results
from Chapter 5 will also be considered and discussed with respect to each individual case
and the hypothetical display methods will be presented.
6.1 Case Study 1: 25 July 2011
A convective event nowcasted by the GOES-R CI Algorithm occurred in north
central Alabama in the late morning on 25 July 2011. The region was characterized by a
warm and moist environment as indicated by the 1200 UTC sounding launched by the
Birmingham National Weather Service office (Figure 6.1). Due to the amount of low
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level moisture, and the absence of any extreme temperature inversions, a fair amount of
instability, as indicated by the 646.6 J/kg of CAPE, was present. With the CAPE profile
being fairly tall and narrow, vertical parcel movement was weak, but with very little CIN
present, cumulus easily developed and grew. Additional lift and forcing was provided by
a shortwave trough, as evident per the 700 mb analysis at 1200 UTC (Figure 6.2) located
over northwest Alabama and propagating to the southeast. With little low to mid-level
flow, this allowed for spotty convective showers to pop up and slowly advect from
northwest to southeast (Figure 6.3). These initial cells likely benefited from topographic
features, providing added lift. The cell of focus was located on the furthest southwest
point of this area of convection as identified in Figure 6.3. While first appearing on radar
at 1551 UTC, the storm quickly grew to 35 dBZ by 1555 UTC, and LI followed at 1616
UTC. Lightning lasted for almost an hour, ceasing at 1714 UTC. The peak FOD during
the lifetime of this storm was 2.34 flashes 5-min-1 km-2, a value on the lower end of the
spectrum. Figure 6.4 shows a diagram of the various pieces of data this study looks to
integrate for this particular case. The location of the satellite cloud objects propagate to
the southeast prior to LI. The WRF does forecast convection in the domain, but it is
displaced slightly to the west.
Visible satellite imagery displayed in Figure 6.5 shows a large area of clouds
oriented north to south over central Alabama with some low-mid clouds over north
central Alabama, and clearing over the northeastern part of the state. An area of cumulus
clouds can be seen growing from the northern tip of the north-south oriented cloud deck
in central Alabama towards the northeast. The cumulus cloud that would later develop
into the storm of focus is identified by the green arrow in Figure 6.5. Some low level
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Figure 6.1. Atmospheric sounding profile from 1200 UTC on 25 July 2011 from the
National Weather Service in Birmingham, AL.

Figure 6.2. 700 mb upper air analysis from 1200 UTC on 25 July 2011. A shortwave
trough aiding in the development of convection in northern Alabama is identified by a
dashed black line.
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Figure 6.3. Radar PPI at 0.5 elevation at 1614 UTC on 25 July 2011 from the WSR-88D
in Birmingham, AL (KBMX).

Figure 6.4. Diagram including the various sources of data incorporated in this study for
the 25 July 2011 case study. The blue triangles denote the locations of the satellite cloud
objects leading up to LI and the lightning source data from the LMA is plotted in blue.
Contours of the WRF lightning Threat 3 for the forecast hour of LI (1600 UTC) are also
overlaid.
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clouds are visible near this cumulus cloud at 1515 UTC (Figure 6.5a) but appear to
dissipate some by 1545 UTC (Figure 6.5b), and even more so at 1615 UTC (Figure 6.5c)
just before LI.
The cumulus cloud objects as identified by the GOES-R CI Algorithm are shown
in Figure 6.6. It can be seen how the algorithm throws out a lot of the low clouds and
enables the developing cumuli to stand out. The white circle identifies the cloud object
that is associated with the future convection that pertains to this case. Initially at 1515
UTC (Figure 6.6a), the cloud object is made up of many individual pixels spread over a
fairly large area. This could be due to the low clouds surrounding the cumulus providing
some difficulty to the algorithm in discerning only the main cumulus cloud, thus resulting
in a larger cloud object. As the low clouds dispersed, and the cumuli became more
pronounced with time, the large cloud object from 1515 UTC broke into numerous
individual objects by 1545 UTC (Figure 6.6b). Two separate objects can be seen within
the oval in Figure 6.6b as a result of the initial object breaking apart. The cloud object
most likely associated with the convective cell of focus is located towards the bottom left
of the oval, however the object recorded in the dataset for this case is the object on the
upper right portion of the oval. This is because in processing, both objects were selected,
but were found to contain the same values for each interest field, and in order to remove
duplicates, the object selected second (the object that is associated with the storm of
interest in this case) was removed. Nonetheless, the IR interest field values are the same,
and only the latitude and longitude of the object differ. At 1602 UTC and 1615 UTC
(Figure 6.6c and 6.6d, respectively) the cloud object for this case is easily identified, and
also meets the ‘yes’ nowcast specifications at 1615 UTC (object turned red).
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Figure 6.5. Visible satellite imagery over the north Alabama region for 1515 UTC (a),
1545 UTC (b), and 1615 UTC (c) on 25 July 2011. The green arrow identifies the
cumulus of focus in this case.

The behavior of the satellite IR interest fields can be seen in Figure 6.7. The 10.7
TB cloud top temperature interest field (Figure 6.7a) exhibits a gradual cooling trend
from around 276 K at 60-minutes prior to LI to about 254 K at the time of LI. A steeper
decrease in cloud top temperature occurs within 30-minutes of LI. There is a slight
decrease in the 10.7

TB cloud top cooling rate (Figure 6.7b) between 60-minutes and

about 35-minutes prior to LI, but then a sharp increase in the cooling rate that
corresponds with the steeper decrease in cloud top temperature. The cooling rate makes a
sudden decrease starting at 15-minutes to LI at -10 K 15-min-1 to almost -28 K 15-min-1
at the time of LI. Both the 6.5-10.7

TB and 13.3-10.7

TB (Figures 6.7c and 6.7e)

spectral difference interest fields gradually become less negative with time to
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Figure 6.6. Panel of satellite cloud objects from the GOES-R CI Algorithm at 1515 UTC
(a), 1545 UTC (b), 1602 UTC (c), and 1615 UTC (d) on 25 July 2011. These images are
from the old version of the algorithm where the blue objects are non-CI nowcasted
objects, and the red objects are for positive CI nowcasts.
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LI as the clouds grow closer to the mid-upper troposphere (6.5
troposphere (13.3
10.7

TB) and the low-mid

TB), respectively. As would be expected, the values for the 13.3-

TB spectral difference are less negative because the layer sensed by the 13.3

channel is lower in the atmosphere than the layer sensed by the 6.7
minute trends of these spectral differences (Figure 6.7d for the 6.5-10.7
Figure 6.7f for the 13.3-10.7

channel. FifteenTB and

TB) inferred weak ascent from 60-minutes to 30-minutes

to LI and then a sudden growth from 30-minutes prior to LI to the time of LI. These
trends match those observed by the 10.7

TB cloud top cooling rate. Each of these

interest fields meet their LI nowcast criteria between 23-minutes and 36-minutes to LI
resulting in a lead time of at least 23-minutes or more. Because the cooling rates
continued to intensify, and the cloud top temperature steadily decreased through the time
of LI, this could indicate that this case potentially lies in the lower FOD realm, based on
the results indicating that higher FOD producing storms may reach near their maximum
height prior to LI, thus decreasing the cooling rate and steadying the cloud top
temperature.
LI occurred at 1616 UTC and based on the methodology outlined in Chapter 4,
WRF lightning threat output from Threat 3 of the LFA were acquired from 1300 UTC
through 1900 UTC. The statistics computed from the WRF output within the domain
with respect to the LI point were computed and are presented in Table 6.1. From these,
and based on the results of which statistics may be useful in a nowcasting sense, the
maximum and minimum peak lightning threat forecast over the 7-hr time period, as well
as the minimum median are extracted. The maximum peak lightning threat for this case
was 8.6875 flashes 5-min-1 km-2, the minimum peak lightning threat was 2.4375 flashes
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Figure 6.7. Panels of the satellite IR interest fields with respect to time prior to LI for a
case from 25 July 2011. The interest fields are comprised of the 10.7
TB cloud top
temperature (a), the 10.7
TB cloud top cooling rate (b), the 6.5-10.7
TB spectral
difference (c), the 6.5-10.7
TB spectral difference 15-min. trend (d), the 13.3-10.7
TB spectral difference (e), and the 13.3-10.7
TB spectral difference 15-min. trend (f).
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5-min-1 km-2, and the minimum median was 2 flashes 5-min-1 km-2. With the observed
peak FOD from the LMA being 2.34 flashes 5-min-1 km-2, and the satellite interest fields
possibly implying a storm on the lower end of the FOD spectrum (between the minimum
median and the minimum peak lightning threat from the WRF), this combined use of the
satellite and WRF lightning threat output would perform quite well in this case.

Table 6.1. Table including the statistics from each hourly valid time from the WRF
lightning Threat 3 output for the LI case from 25 July 2011. Units are in flashes 5-min-1
km-2. Red (green) values are the maximum (minimum) value over the seven hours.
Model Valid

Peak LTG

Time (UTC)

Threat

1300

Mean

Median

7.125

4

2.5625

1400

8

3.9125

4.3125

1500

6.6875

4.1145833

3.6875

1600

8.375

3.703125

2.4375

1700

8.6875

3.546875

2

1800

3.25

2.1875

2

1900

2.4375

2.1875

2.375

6.2 Case Study 2: 26 June 2011
On 26 June 2011, a convective storm produced lightning in north central Alabama
during the early afternoon hours. This storm was nowcasted by the GOES-R CI
Algorithm as well and located within range of WRF forecasted convection. The
environment in central and north central Alabama contained adequate amounts of
moisture for convection to occur, as well as large amounts of instability with CAPE
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values in the mid 2000’s J/kg per the 1200 UTC Birmingham sounding (Figure 6.8).
There was a radiation inversion in place in the low levels of the atmosphere resulting in
CIN values near -50 J/kg, however with some heating, as well as any source of lift, this
cap would easily be overcome. With the shape of the CAPE being much wider than the
previous case, stronger vertical motion would be expected in any convection that
occurred. To provide additional lift, an outflow boundary was stationed across the
northern quarter of Alabama as evident on the 1800 UTC surface analysis (Figure 6.9).
This outflow boundary was produced by an overnight Mesoscale Convective System
(MCS) that diminished over central and eastern Tennessee. A second MCS propagated
towards the south from eastern Tennessee and into northwest Alabama later in the
morning hours. Out ahead of this second MCS, convective cells began to form along the
boundary left by the earlier MCS which is where this case originated as identified by the
blue circle in Figure 6.10. This case first appeared on radar at around 1855 UTC, reached
35 dBZ by 1905 UTC, and LI took place less than 10-minutes later at 1913 UTC.
Lightning occurred for just over 30-minutes before the cell’s updraft weakened and the
storm decayed. A peak FOD of 9.36 flashes 5-min-1 km-2 was observed for this storm,
which is a moderate to high flash density. In Figure 6.11, the locations of the satellite
cloud objects with respect to the observed lightning can be seen, as well as the WRF
forecasted lightning. The WRF forecast appears to attempt to simulate the MCS, as well
as the convection out ahead of it.
A visible satellite image at 1825 UTC shown in Figure 6.12 clearly displays the
MCS to the north-northwest of Alabama with bright, cool cloud tops. The boundary from
the earlier MCS is also identifiable across north Alabama. The green arrow shows the
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developing cumuli along the outflow boundary that later grow and produce lightning for
this case. Cumulus cloud objects from the GOES-R CI Algorithm leading up to LI for
this case are shown in Figure 6.13. At 1825 UTC, the object for this case can be seen in
the center of the white circle in Figure 6.13a. This object is fairly well isolated from the
other cloud objects. At 1832 UTC (Figure 6.13b), the object has merged with another to
the north and east which grows in size by 1845 UTC (Figure 6.13c). A CI nowcast is
made at 1855 UTC (Figure 6.13d) for the cloud object associated with this case, and by
1902 UTC (Figure 6.13e), most of the cloud objects in that area are nowcast for CI to
occur. The object is still tracked just before LI at 1910 UTC (Figure 6.13f) and appears
to be a very large object, comprised of numerous individual pixels.
Figure 6.14 examines the trends of the satellite IR interest fields leading up to LI
for this case. There is an overall decreasing trend in the 10.7

TB cloud top

temperature interest field (Figure 6.14a). At 60-minutes prior to LI, the 10.7

TB is at

about 287 K and does not start to substantially decrease until around 40-minutes before
LI. A sharper decrease in cloud top temperature occurs between 30-minutes and 16minutes to LI before the slope starts to level off in the last 10-minutes before LI. This
trend is depicted in the 10.7

TB cloud top cooling rate interest field shown in Figure

6.14b. The cooling rate is fairly weak (~-4 K 15-min-1) from 60-minutes to 30-minutes
prior to LI before sharply increasing to -22 K 15-min-1 at 12-minutes to LI. The cooling
rate then decreases in the final minutes before LI occurred. The differences between the
6.5-10.7

TB and the 13.3-10.7

TB spectral channels (Figures 6.14c and 6.14e)

follow the same general trend as the 10.7

TB cloud top temperature, indicating
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Figure 6.8. Atmospheric sounding profile from 1200 UTC on 26 June 2011 from the
National Weather Service in Birmingham, Alabama.

Figure 6.9. Surface analysis at 1800 UTC on 26 June 2011. The black arrow identifies
the outflow boundary that aided in CI for this case.
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Figure 6.10. Radar PPI at 0.5 elevation at 1914 UTC on 26 June 2011 from the WSR88D in Birmingham, AL (KBMX).

Figure 6.11. Diagram including the various sources of data incorporated in this study for
the 26 June 2011 case study. The blue triangles denote the locations of the satellite cloud
objects leading up to LI and the lightning source data from the LMA is plotted in blue.
Contours of the WRF lightning Threat 3 for the forecast hour of LI (1900 UTC) are also
overlaid.
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gradual ascent towards the lower to upper troposphere near 60-minutes to LI, and
increased ascent within 30-minutes to LI. Both of the spectral differences appear to
begin to level off within the final 15-minutes to LI, suggesting a decrease in the vertical
growth rate. The 15-minute trend of the 6.5-10.7
6.14d) and of the 13.3-10.7

TB spectral difference (Figure

TB spectral difference (Figure 6.14f) both show an initial

increase in the growth rate, followed by a slight decrease at around 30-minutes before LI.
Then, at 30-minutes to around 15-minutes to LI, there is a sharp increase in the growth
rate, as has been observed in the other IR interest fields before the growth again decreases
in the final 10-minutes before LI occurs. The LI nowcast criteria are met for all interest
fields between 16-minutes and 26-minutes to LI. As could be inferred from radar, as well
as the sudden spikes in some of the interest fields, this case very rapidly convected, and
produced lightning, thus the lead time is shorter. It is also interesting to note that for both
the 15-minute trend of the 6.5-10.7

TB spectral difference and for the 13.3-10.7

TB spectral difference, the LI nowcast threshold was technically met at 60-minutes prior
to LI, but when there was a slight decrease in the growth rate, those interest fields were
then under the required threshold once again at 43-minutes and 35-minutes to LI,
respectively. However, during the sudden growth of the cumulus cloud, the threshold
was again met at 26-minutes prior to LI for both interest fields. After the sudden growth
of the cloud, within 10-min. to LI, the cooling rates decreased, suggesting that the cloud
was possibly getting nearer to its maximum height. This was found to be a possible
indicator of a higher FOD-producing storm, suggesting that this storm could produce
FOD values on the higher end of the spectrum.
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WRF lightning threat output valid from 1600 UTC through 2200 UTC was
collected for this case, where LI occurred at 1913 UTC. Table 6.2 contains the resulting
statistics from the domain surrounding the location of LI. The WRF maximum peak
lightning threat over the 7 hours was 10.125 flashes 5-min-1 km-2, the minimum peak
lightning threat was 3.625 flashes 5-min-1 km-2, and the minimum median was 2.8125
flashes 5-min-1 km-2. The observed FOD of this case was 9.36 flashes 5-min-1 km-2,
which is just below the WRF maximum peak lightning threat value. With the cloud top
cooling rates decreasing near the LI time, it was inferred this case could be on the higher
end of the FOD spectrum. With this in mind, and using the range of FOD values
provided by the WRF output statistics, this case also appeared to perform quite well.

Figure 6.12. Visible satellite image over the north Alabama region from 1825 UTC on
26 June 2011. The outflow boundary from an earlier MCS is identified by the dashed
black line. The green arrow identifies the cumulus of focus in this case.
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Figure 6.13. Panel of satellite cloud objects from the GOES-R CI Algorithm at 1825
UTC (a), 1832 UTC (b), 1845 UTC (c), 1855 UTC (d), 1902 UTC (e), and 1910 UTC (f)
on 26 June 2011. These images are from the old version of the algorithm where the blue
objects are non-CI nowcasted objects, and the red objects are for positive CI nowcasts.
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Figure 6.14. Panels of the satellite IR interest fields with respect to time prior to LI for a
case from 26 June 2011. The interest fields are comprised of the 10.7
TB cloud top
temperature (a), the 10.7
TB cloud top cooling rate (b), the 6.5-10.7
TB spectral
difference (c), the 6.5-10.7
TB spectral difference 15-min. trend (d), the 13.3-10.7
TB spectral difference (e), and the 13.3-10.7
TB spectral difference 15-min. trend (f).
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Table 6.2. Table including the statistics from each hourly valid time from the WRF
lightning Threat 3 output for the LI case from 26 June 2011. Units are in flashes 5-min-1
km-2. Red (green) values are the maximum (minimum) value over the seven hours.
Model Valid

Peak LTG

Time (UTC)

Threat

1600

Mean

Median

8.3125

3.91912

3.75

1700

4.6875

2.875

3.375

1800

0

0

0

1900

3.625

2.625

3.625

2000

10.125

3.79167

2.8125

2100

8.875

4.51613

4.125

2200

9.3125

4.17188

3.3125

6.3 Ideas Toward an Operational Tool
While there is still some work that needs to be done before a lightning density
component to the GOES-R CI tool can be implemented, some thoughts on how this tool
could work in an operational setting have been proposed. Obviously, a lightning density
nowcast would not be made unless a LI nowcast was first made. The current tool
monitors the satellite IR interest fields with respect to the Harris et al. (2010) LI
nowcasting thresholds. Once enough of the thresholds are met, a positive nowcast is
made for that particular cloud object, and some sort of symbol pops up or flashes on top
of the current display. With the addition of a lightning density nowcast, a box would
appear next to the cloud object that was identified for LI to provide information from the
WRF output and satellite IR interest fields with regards to FOD. First, this box would
contain the statistical information from the WRF lightning threat output, providing a
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range of FOD values that could represent the future lightning threat from this cloud
object. Second, based on the values and behavior of the satellite IR interest fields, an
estimate to whether the future convection would be a low FOD-producing (SATLOW) or
high FOD-producing (SATHIGH) storm would be provided. With this information, the
operational forecaster would be provided with some knowledge of the lightning potential
for the future convective storm identified by the satellite cloud object. Depending on
their nowcast goals, forecasters could use this information to make decisions to support
the safety of their customers, whether they are in aviation, outdoor workers, or the
general public. Examples of this display method using the two case studies above are
presented in Figure 6.15 for the 25 July 2011 case, and Figure 6.16 for the 26 June 2011
case.
With the current results regarding the high or low FOD-producing cases, some
additional monitoring would be necessary to make this product work. Because the entire
behavior of the interest fields leading up to LI will not be known until LI occurs, when
the LI nowcast is made, it may not yet be possible to know if the satellite infers a high or
low FOD case. This is thought to be determined by a decrease in the cooling/inferred
growth rates as the cloud tops reach their maximum height for higher FOD cases. For
this to work, the interest fields would need to still be monitored after the LI nowcast has
been made in order to look for this decrease in cooling rate. Further monitoring of the
LMA would be necessary to determine if LI had occurred yet or not. Until that decrease
in the cooling rate occurs or if LI is detected before the cooling rate decreases, the
nowcast would stay with a “SATLOW” projection. If the cooling rate did decrease
before LI occurred, a “SATHIGH” nowcast would be provided. Unfortunately, this
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Figure 6.15. Depiction of the potential display of the lightning density nowcast utility to
the GOES-R CI Algorithm. This image is for a LI case identified in the circle at 1615
UTC on 25 July 2011. The text box includes lightning density nowcast information from
the WRF lightning threat output and the satellite IR interest fields.

Figure 6.16. Depiction of the potential display of the lightning density nowcast utility to
the GOES-R CI Algorithm. This image is for a LI case identified in the circle at 1855
UTC on 26 June 2011. The text box includes lightning density nowcast information from
the WRF lightning threat output and the satellite IR interest fields.
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would really trim down on the lead time provided by the nowcast of flash density, but
would still provide some lead time for the more intense cases.
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CHAPTER VII

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter will summarize the findings of this work as they relate to the stated
hypotheses. Conclusions based upon the results will be discussed. This chapter will also
touch on some of the errors associated with these methods. Finally, suggestions for
future work in this area of research will be discussed.
To evaluate the hypotheses, the first goal of this research was to analyze the
ability of using geostationary satellite IR interest fields established from previous work
(Mecikalski and Bedka 2006; Siewert 2008; Harris et al. 2010) to provide a nowcast
utility of lightning density. In order for this goal to be realized, the six interest fields
used in this study would need to exhibit unique characteristics for various thresholds of
lightning FOD. The methods were applied to 75 lightning producing storms from the
north Alabama region. Results indicated that, for the most part, little difference exists
between distributions of satellite interest fields for low and high FOD values with respect
to time prior to LI. The satellite-inferred cloud properties that would be expected to
differ when comparing lower flash rate storms to higher flash rate storms did not do so, at
least not enough such that a nowcast threshold could be implemented. One characteristic
that was discovered that could be useful in this lightning density nowcast goal is the
decrease in the cooling rate (whether it be the 10.7
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TB cloud top cooling rate, the 6.5-

10.7

TB spectral difference 15-minute trend, or the 13.3-10.7

TB spectral

difference 15-minute trend) after a period of increased growth, which was typically only
observed for the higher flash rate cases. This suggests that for these higher flash rate
cases, the cloud tops come close to reaching their maximum height prior to LI, thus the
growth rate at cloud top decreases. However, this result may be difficult to implement in
a nowcast tool because knowledge of when the storm actually produces lightning would
be required in order to use this utility. This would result in decreased lead times for the
high flash rate producing storms, and zero lead time for the low flash rate producing
storms. It was also noted that the clouds associated with the high flash rate storms may
not be mature until the final 15-minutes prior to LI when a sudden growth of the cloud
occurs. The lack of cases in the high flash rate realm makes it difficult to say for certain
that these results are true representations of reality. With so few high flash rate cases,
especially when compared to the number of low flash rate cases, the distributions
presented may not be representative of the true distributions. Thus, it is difficult to state
with certainty that A) this hypothesis is null, and B) the only unique characteristic in the
satellite interest fields between various ranges of FOD is a valid nowcast utility.
Furthermore, if the decrease in the cooling rate of cloud tops after significant growth is a
valid nowcast utility, it may be hard-pressed to suggest that a single signature would
provide suitable and consistent results if used operationally.
The second goal of this research was to look into incorporating the output from
the WRF LFA developed by McCaul et al. (2009) in order to add more information to the
proposed lightning density nowcast. The methods were applied to 49 lightning producing
cases from the north Alabama region. It was discovered that the application of a
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weighting algorithm would not be a feasible method in adding value to a nowcast tool.
The spatial, let alone temporal, uncertainties of model simulations on a day by day basis
create difficulties in producing a consistent weighting algorithm because the model
accuracy will change for each run. A much more useful application of the WRF lightning
density forecasts was found in calculating statistics from the output data over temporal
and areal constraints. Using the maximum and minimum forecasted peak lightning
densities, as well as the minimum median over the domain, from the three hours before
and after, and including, the hour of LI, a fairly representative spectrum of FOD values
for future convection can be provided. Information from the satellite data could then be
used to aid in diagnosing which end of the spectrum the future convection would lie on.
The performance of this utility would rely on some sort of knowledge of each particular
storm’s future intensity, especially for cases where a large spread of FOD values was
provided from the WRF. There will also be cases where the WRF did not forecast any
lightning within the temporal constraints applied herein. In these cases, and in lieu of
improved results from satellite-based lightning density nowcasting research, very limited
information would be able to be provided to the forecaster, besides possibly a very
general intensity nowcast from the satellite data. However, utilizing this WRF product
should be useful more times than not within a lightning nowcasting system.
Uncertainties in this work mainly revolve around the lack of data for the higher
flash rate cases. Moreover, inherent errors within the instrumentation which collect the
data would affect the results. Within the methodology applied in this study, difficulty in
tracking the satellite cloud objects and retrieving the data from the same object on
sequential scans could lead to discrepancies in the interest field distributions. Also, while
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the tool used to collect the satellite data attempts to classify and throw out upper level
clouds, such as cirrus, it was noted in some cases that anvil from nearby convection could
traverse over cumuli being tracked for a particular case. Cases such as these were
avoided, but some instances still may have made it into the analysis. The calculation of
FOD from the lightning source data from the LMA is inherently tricky due to the fine
scale grid. How the resulting FOD for a particular case can change with a slight shift to
the grid could provide for faulty values of FOD. However, the methods and grid
specifications used herein were consistent with those used in previous research.
Future work in this area of research would be required to collect more cases
within the higher realm of flash rates. Until a better distribution of cases is analyzed,
concrete conclusions are difficult to make. It could very well be that the cases used in
this study, and the distribution of flash densities from these cases, is standard for
summertime convection in the north Alabama region. Along these lines, it would be
worthwhile to expand this study to other regions across the country. These regions could
include Florida, Oklahoma, Colorado, and/or the Washington D.C. area, as lightning
mapping networks are available. With the future launch of GOES-R, the Global
Lightning Mapper (GLM) may be able to allow for this research to be conducted over
many more regions than those listed above. Furthermore, with the additional IR spectral
channels that GOES-R will provide, this methodology should be applied to other interest
fields pertaining to different spectral channels than those used in this study. The
improved temporal resolution from GOES-R will also allow better monitoring of trends
and characteristics of growing cumulus. With improved results from satellite-based
lightning density research, a nowcast tool linking satellite-based lightning initiation and
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density nowcasts, with WRF lightning threat forecasts could be produced to provide a
complete convective initiation and lightning nowcasting tool.
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